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ABSTRACT

This practicum report describes the writerrs experiences in

counseÌing with deaf persons who have mental health prob-

Iems. A comprehensive Literature review on mentaf health

and deafness is presented. A number of practical methods of

intervention with deaf persons are referred to. Particular

emphasis was placed on the application of reality therapy.

It{ost ef f ective was concrete, behavÍoraI, reality-oriented

approaches. The eval-uation tool of goal- attainment scal ing

is afso examined, and applied to several cases.
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Ours is not the silence
senses. It is an inhumane
crueIJ-y and completely.
most philosophizing sense
sound of the voice that
thoughts astir and helps
company of man.

that soothes the weary
silence which isolates,

Hearing is the deepest,
man possesses... the
brings J-anguage, sets
us in the intel le ctual-

HeÌen Keller
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ÏNTRODUCTION

The practicum described in this report was conducted from

January , I9B2 to JuJ-y I 1982. The chosen area of special íza-

tion was counseling with deaf persons who are experiencing

mental health problems.

]. OBJECTIVES OF THE PRACTICUM

The aim of the practicum was to develop a form of interven-

tion which wiII assist deaf persons who are experiencing

mental- health problems to become independent, mature deci-

sion-makers, able to deal- competently with everyday prob-

l-ems.

The expected educational- benefits were as follows:

l. To deveJ-op speci alLzed expertise in deal ing with a

specific cl-ient population, namely deaf adults.

2. To further improve my counseling and practice skil-ls
in working with this client group.

3. To develop my ability to evaluate the outcomes of

this type of intervention.

v



2. THE PRÀCTICUM REPORT

The practicum report wil-I discuss the writerrs experience in
the areas outrined above. rn the first chapter this report
will cons ider the l-iLerature on deaf ness and mental- health
with a focus on the effects of deafness on developmentar and

family processes and its impact on education and language

acguisition. The literature review wirl al-so discuss the

incidence of mental heal-th probrems among deaf persons and

the l-ack of existing services to deal with these probrems.

l{ethods of interventions that have been found to be usef ul_

with deaf persons wilr be examined, with a focus on Lhe ap-

plication of reality therapy¡ âs used in the practicum. Fi-
narJ-y, the use of goar attainment scaling as a method of

eval-uation wiIl be discussed.

The second chapter of the report will describe the set-
ting of the practicum and will discuss some of the cases,

that v¡ere carried out by the writer. rn this chapter, the

outcome of the evaluations wirr be presented as it appJ_ies

to the cases.

The third and concruding chapter wilr be in two parts.
Firstly, there wil-r be a discussion of the common issues

that arose in working with the crients. These issues pose

therapeutic challenges for any professional- who works with
deaf individuals. The second part of the chapter wirr in-
volve a discussion of the practicum in its entirety and the

areas in which the student gained further skills and knowl-

edge.

v1
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Chapter I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

1.1 FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH AUDITORY IMPAIR¡1EI¡T

Hearing impairment is rareÌy an all or none affair (Furth,

1973). Two factors associated with hearing impairment are

the degree of hearing l-oss and its age of onset. These

variables possess major implications for the future develop-

ment of the inf l-icted inf ividual-.

1.I.1 Degree of Hearing

Hearing l-oss refers to

sound above the normal

threshol-d (Katz , 19 7B ) .

Loss

the increase in the intensity of

l-eve I wh ich is regui red to reach

AudioJ-ogists measure hearing f oss in decibels (dB ) , a

scale of intens ity of l-oudness. An audiogram provides a

graphic display of the resul-ts of testing and determines the

range, nature and degree of hearing l-oss (Streng, Kretsch-

mer, and Kretschmer, 1978). The degree of hearing loss can

be divided into six classifications:
I. S1ight (15-26 dB) - en individual with a slight ]oss

wil-I not function -as well- as he/she coul-d as speech

discrimination and verbal ability is impaired.

1-
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2. Mild (26-41 dB ) - a hearing l_oss in this category

creates language problems, affects reading comprehen-

sion and verbal ability.
Itloderate (41-56 dB) - This range of hearing foss has

severe implications for educationr mânifested in
probLems with language development, readi.g, vocabu-

lary and spelling.

Moderate-Severe (56-71 dB) Emotional and social-

probJ-ems are frequent in individuals whose hearing

loss fa]l-s into this category as wel_l- as increased

difficul-ties in the educational setting.

Severe (71-90 dB) Congenitally and pre-Iinguisti-
caJ-ly deaf children usually show marked educational

retardation. As well, emotional and social problems

are usually present in children and adults.

Profound (91 dB and up) Emotional- and social prob-

l-ems are sometimes present in ch itdren and adul-ts.

These persons woul-d generally not possess any under-

standing of speech. I n addi tion, educational- and

emotional- problems present in the "severe', category

are exacerbated.

The writer wourd rike to clarify that the above state-
ments are based on generalizations. rn fact, many profound-

Iy deaf people function independently. Conversely, some

peopl-e with slight or mild l-osses may demonstrate emotional

problems anð/or educational deficits.

3.

¿,

5.

6.
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Hearing impaired persons can be divided into two separate

groups (Jacobs, 1974)z

l. The deaf are those in whom the sense of hearing is
nonfunctional for the ordinary purposes of 1ife.
This general group is made up of two distinct cl_asses

based entirely on the time of the loss of hearing:
(a) the congenitatly deaf those who were born deaf;
(b) the adventitiously deaf those who were born

with normal hearing, but in whom the sense of hearing

is non-functional l-ater through illness or accident.
2. The hard of hearing are those in whom the sense of

hearing, although defective, is functional with or
without a hearing aid.

fn addition, to these crinical--pathorogical definitÍons
of hearing impairment, a curtural- one al-so exists. Accord-

ing to Baker and cokery (1980), a curtural definition of

deafness exists when a group of persons share a common means

of communication (signs) which provides the basis for group

cohesion and identity or when a group of persons share a
common J-anguage (ASL ) and culture. As well, attitudinal-
deafness occurs when a person identifies him or herself as a

member of the deaf community and other members accept this
person as part of the deaf cornmunity (Baker and cokely,
1980).
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1.1.2 Age of Onset of Hearing Impairment

The age at which hearing impairment occurs is important to
subseguent language development. children who suffer hear-

ing loss after the acguisition of spoken language have a

definite educationar advantage over those with congenital

deaf ness. As wel-r r postl ingual hearing l-oss does not sub-

stantiarly affect a person's knowredge of his first lan-
guage, whereas prelingua] severe hearing loss makes the ac-

quisition of this knowledge a severe probÌem.

Thus, the degree of hearing loss and the age of onset of

hearing impairment is rerated to hearing handicap. For the

purpose of this practicum, deafness shourd be perceived not

as a probrem belonging to the ears but as a problem beJ-ong-

ing to and af fecting the whol_e person.

I.2 DISCOVERY AND DIAGI¡OSIS OF DEAFNESS

children whose deafness is hereditary are more J-ikery than

other deaf children to have deaf parents. However, the com-

bination of a deaf chil-d with deaf parents is rare: onty

about l-0t of deaf children have deaf parents (Rainer, Artsh-
uler and Kallman, l-969). More commonly, then, the deaf

child is born into a hearing farnily, thatr prior to the dis-
covery of the child's deafness, had little or no knowl-edge

about hearing loss.
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vühen parents are confronted with the discovery of their
chirdrs deafness and finalry real-ize that he/she is not re-
sponding to environmental sounds, psychological operations

come into play, which have crisis implications for the en-

tire family. Firstry, the stressful- event poses a problem

which is insofubre and obviously beyond the contror of the

family.

secondJ-y, the probrem overtaxes the psychological re-
sources of the family, since it is beyond their traditionaL
probrem-sorving methods. Rarery is either parent experi-
enced in rearing a deaf youngster; nor do they know other
parents of deaf children (Itinde1 and Vernon, L97l). Thus,

they are consumed with feetings of he]-pressness. sol-nit and

Stark ( 1961 ) add "the irretrievabl-e nature of the deafness

adds to the mother's trapped feeling she has failed to
achieve what she has so laborously prepared herself to cre-
ate or produce. Fathers, too, have simirar or rel-ated reac-
tions. "

Thirdl-y, Parad (1965) states that the situation is per-
ceived as a threat to the life goars of the famiLy members.

The discovery of the deafness arters the concept that the

coupre had of their f amily. FinarJ-y, this period of ten

awakens unresol-ved key problems from both near and distant
past.
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During pregnancy ' the deve]-opment of an image of a

hoped-for child is an important process in the preparation
for parenthood; in turn, the image aIr-ows for the beginning
of the bonding process and provides the foundation for l_ater
secure attachment between partners (waechter, rg77). I,ühen

the infant is born with a defect, the discrepancy between
the fantasy and the reality perception precipitates a tre-
mendous sense of Ìoss loss of a desired goa]-, of the visu-
al-ized perfect chird, of important el_ements of self-esteem,
and of satisfaction in the birth process.

rn the case of a deaf child and his parents, this crisis
is often delayed, for deafness is an invisible handicap and

is often not detected at birth. In fact , íf the newborn

shows no obvious physical abnormalities, the infant and his
or her parent enter into a rel_ationship in which expecta-
tions and feerings for the infant bl_end with his/her infant
personality (l,tebster, I977) . As the inf ant's initial reper_
tory of actions is mostry instinctual and not greatly dif-
ferent from other infants, the parentsr reactions and inter-
pretations of his/her behavior are based on their ovrn

personalities (t{indel and Vernon, l-971) . Thus, the parents
may ignore their o\dn observations that the chil_d fairs to
respond to their voices. They see the child turn as they
approach him while speaking and interpret this as a response
to their voice.
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rt is generally not untit the second hal-f of the first
year when parents begin to be concerned and recognize that
something is wrong (Altshuler, Ig74). The usual signs are

that infant babbring decreases and the chird ceases Lo be

responsive in the expected way. Research conducted by Beck-

er (r976) indicates that delays in consuJ-ting the doctor
vary from 0 to 2 years whire the average deray is B r/2
months between suspicion and confirmation (Freeman, 1975).

Becker (1976) proposes that in addition to being desira_
ble for the chil-d's development, earry detection of the im-
pairment al-so helps the parents to adjust more rearisticarly
to the hearing l-oss and the imprications for the functioning
of the f amiry. The parents who detect their chil_d I s hearing
impairment during the first year are recognizing an impair-
ment that changes but need not define their interaction with
the ir ch il- d .

v'Ihen parents interact for over a year with the child on

the basis of rimited communication¡ â pattern of denial_ has

been establ-ished whereby the chird is considered "normal',
even if he doesnrt act normalry. The later detecting parent

has to compretely reestabr-ish his perception of the child
and of himseJ-f, whereas the earrier detector onry has to re-
adjust his perceptions and patterns of communication with
the chird, based on a rearistic awareness of the child's im-
pairment. The earLier detector has a ,,normal-', child onry
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for a l-imited time, çvhereas the rater detector has a ,'nor-

mal-" child long enough for a whol-e pattern of interpersonal
attitudes and interactions to have developed that are based

on denial.

There are indications that the recent establ_ishment of
high risk registries in some major cities may have positive
effects on the detection of congenitar deafness. l.tany chir-
drens' impairments are being detected at birth which permits
parents the opportunity to deal with the effects of deafness

at an earl-ier age.

Minde1 and Vernon (L971) stress that the discovery of the

chil-d's deafness is not an event that happens instantly. rt
feels as if it happens arl at once because the emotional_ re-
action becomes so intense when the parent is fina]_ry con-

fronted with real-ity. The discovery, however, is a gradual

unfolding of knowledge about the chird. lvhen parents are

confronted with Lhe diagnosis that their child is not re-
sponding to environmental sounds, they experience bl_ends of
emotion that interfere with their sense of welr-being (Rob-

inson, f97B ) .

MindeÌ and Vernon (1971) suggest that at this time, two

psychoJ-ogical mechanisms occur namely deniar and rational-
ization. A mother or father may be abre to perceive the

true nature of a situation. However, in interpreting what

he/she has perceived, he/she will excrude certain essential-
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el-ements that woul-d give the true picture of the child's
hearing capacity. The authors state that "as the mother's
or father's intelLect l-eads them towards a painfur reariza-
tion, their f eerings, stimul-ated by anticipated psychic pain
cause them to abandon or alter the nature of certain impor-
tant perceptions so that the picture remains incomprete."

Another important psychologicaÌ operation is rational_ iza-
tion. Rationalization creates fictional-ized al-ternatives
that repJ-ace the more realistic and pain-inducing explana-

tions of the facts observed. Deafness may not immediately

be seen as the reason for the chitd's unresponsiveness to
sound. rnstead, he/she is seen as "just being stubborn" or
"hearing what he/she wants to hear". other reasons may be

invoked such as a famiry history of "l-ate tal_kers',. rn es-
sence, where lack of hearing is the prausibl_e expranation,
the mother or fatherr âs illustrated, frây use other factors
concurrent in the environment to create an explanation other
than deaf ness for the child's f ail-ure to hear (l,f indel- and

Vernon, l9 7l- ) .

Minder and Vernon (1971- ) maintain thaL parents will_ not
obtain a more real-istic understanding of their chird until
they bring him to a competent professional for definitive
diagnosis. However, other authors disagree. AJ_though a

professional diagnosis may be important in assisting the pa-

rents to acknowledge the deafness, in some situations, this
can create more uncertainty.
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study conducted by Freeman, tlal-k in and Hastings

(1975), 54 I of the famil-y physicians consulted rejected the

idea of deafness with or \¡rithout some sort of test. The

physician, misled by his wish to help, often ignorant of

what deafness entails, and uncomfortable in the face of his

o\,ün uncertainty, may offer reassurance that is more wishful-

than accurate. It has been reported by some families that
pediatricians minimized their concerns, delaying definitive
díagnosis to unspecified future times (lfindel and Vernon,

197I). OccasionalIy, such pediatric cliches such as "its a

phase" or "he wilL outgrovt it" are heard. These kinds of

suggestions and remarks are unfortunate and costly mistakes.

They l-ead parents to procrastinate further over something

that has already given Lhem many months of anxiety. Recol-

l-ections of such experiences often form the core for many of

the angry indictments later hurled at the medical profes-

s ion.

As well, there have been situations where a physician has

not detected a childrs hearing loss as his/her failure to

respond. Instead, misdiagnoses, such as mentaL retardation

have been applied. This is damaging to both the chil-d and

his/her family.

Often, parents must take their child to a second physi-

cian in order to obtain an affirmative diagnosis. In addi-

tion, it is not uncommon for the busy physician or audioLo-
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gist to feel that his or her responsibility has been

fulfilled once he or she establ-ished the diagnosis of irrev-
ersible deafness (Mindet and Vernon , I}TI). This is only
the beginning of the time of parents' greatest need.

The four stages of the reaction to crisis posturated by

Shontz (1965) can be related to the parents of a deaf child.
on learning of a chil-d's deafness, the parents experience
shock. This period can be brief or it can l-ast for a pro-
longed period. shock can bring numbness, a sense of unrear-
ity or disbel-ief . The guestion "why did it happen to me?"

is of ten asked. sorne parents conscious]_y regard the ch il_d's
deafness as punishment for remembered transgressions (llindel
and Vernon, 1971).

shock is fo]lowed by rear- ization or an a\{areness of the

rearity of the situation. Realization can be accompanied by

acute anxiety which prevents the parents from accuratery
perceiving the situation. parents may seem fearfur, easiry
upset or annoyed t oy give some indication that their anxiety
leve] is very high. They of ten become overwhel_med and dis-
turbed by their ignorance of what deafness involves and feel-

inadeguate to meet the deveJ-opmental needs of a deaf child.
They may feer that "the chir-d is not whore" (Altshuler,
1976). Parents may arso feer- anger and guilt towards the

chil-d, compoundecl by their inabirity to communicate.
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torn the stage of defensive retreat the parent attempts

avoid coping with the anxiety-producing situation by re-
treating. rn this stage, the parent may rook to others - an

institution, a prof essional-, or a cl-inic f or the ch ird.
The fourth stage is one of acknowredgement and in spite

of anxiety and disappointment, the parent can now mobirize
inner forces to cope with the situation. I^lebster (1977)

states that onry no\,ü can a parent become an active partici-
pant in the various services provided for the chird.

Note that the definition of acknowredgement does not in-
cl-ude acceptance. There are many aspects of life that a

person cannot accept but can Learn to adjust to and cope

with. Mindel and Vernon (1971) state that as the years go

by, most parents graduarly accept the limits imposed by

deafness. They sink into a state of bitter resignation.
EventualJ-y, some are abl-e to assume a more rearistic atti-
tude. However, others are unable to relinquish fantasies of
normality and perfection. perhaps the greatest temptations
come from the deaf chird's visibre similarities to his hear-
ing peers.

Among Lhese similarities are vocal ut
the sounds of young hearing children up

months¡ €arly play patterns that closely
hearing children and normal achievement

mil-estones such as creeping, walking and

terances s imi l-ar to
to the age of 18

duplicate those of

of certain qrowth

running. The in-
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tense psychologicar need for a "normar" child reads the pa-

rents to interpret the failure to deverop communication not

as the fairure it is but as a promise of things to come

(l{inde1 and Vernon, I97I). With the acquisition of the

first word or the reestablishment of rudimentary gestural
communication, there will be temporary relief of their feel-
ings. As the child matures, however, and needs for comprex

cornmunication ski1ls increase, differences between the deaf

child and his hearing peers become more noticeabl_e and the
parents' anxieties wirl be reactivated (l'{indel and vernon,

1971 ).

other authors have reported simil_ar reactions to the cri-
sis of a deaf child. ir{indel- and Vernon ( Ì971) and Schle-
singer and lleadow (1972a) have described a common reaction
of parents to the diagnosis: "shock and a tragic crisis and

long-term implications for famiry rife". Becker (1976)

found that the ten couples studied in her research reported
simil-ar stages in the identification of their chil_d's hear-
ing impairment: concern, deniar and rationarízalion, for-
l-owed by a professional- diagnosis. shock, disberief, grief,
heJ-pressness, anger and guiJ-t \,ùere elements of all the pa-

rents' reactions to the diagnosis.

Altshurer (r974) proposes that parentaJ_ reaction to the
discovery is inevitably a depression. He states that "the
creative scope of giving rife is imbued with al-r the unre-
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soLved f antasies and wishes of one's o\,rn early development.

Both mother and father possess feelings of fulfil-l-ment and

increased self-esteem. The presence of a defect is a blow

to such aspirations and is reacted to with intensity. Thus'

a depression is inevitabl-e and is reacted to with wishes of

denial. A1t advice received is filtered and refracted

through these hopes for normalcy. But wishful denial cannot

work: the chil"d is deaf and will be always. His or her

presence is an unavoidable reminder of personal fail-ure and

disappointed aspirations. The parental diLemna is how to

love a child who represents such a reminder.

VÍebster (I977) indicates that guilt is closeì-y related to

parental aspirations for themselves. She writes that guilt

feelings are normal reactions experienced by alI people.

Parents of a deaf chil-d may feel- guilty when they show anger

towards him,/her or when they feel- discouraged and wish to be

a\,ray for a time. The f eeling that they are not providing

adequateJ-y for other family mambers stirs guiIt. Parents

who must perform tasks in their children's treatment or edu-

cation may feel guilty when they feel tired of doing this.

Anger afso stems from the helpl-essness and confusion that

comes from not having anticipated a deaf child. The parents

know little of what to expect or do (l'tindel and Vernon'

197I) and have rarely had contact with successful deaf

aduLts. When they gradually real-ize the limitations imposed
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by deafness, they feel helpless because they cannot change

it. As the chil-d moves into his or her formative years for

speech and Ianguage the parent feels helpless in conveying

basic information and needs. They feel even more helpless

when the child is fretting and can communicate only as much

as squeals, gestures and tears wiIl convey.

l{indel and Vernon (1971) suggest that grief' anger, guil-t

and helpl-essness, stimulated by the discovery of a child's

deafness, seldom disappear in any parent. Although most

achieve various partiaJ- resolutions of these painful emo-

tions, the mildest emphathic probing of parents' feelings

will inevitably reactivate an intense but transient grief.

Each ne\,v frustration in understanding and meeting the

chil-dts needs serve aS a new stimul-us. This has been ob-

served in parents of young children as wel-l- as in parents of

deaf offspring no\Â¡ in their forties (tlindel and Vernon,

1971).

Deaf parents of deaf children appear to expect the diag-

nosis and to accept it. at a much earlier age. There is also

some experimental- and cl-inical- evidence that indicates that

deaf parents of deaf children cope with the crisis of diag-

nosis easily and quickly, while their hearing counterparts

prol-ong and intens ify it. Once the initial diagnos is is

made, deaf parents are less likely to seek confirmatory di-

agnosis or a miraculous cure (Schlesinger and ltleadowt

l-972a) .
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The deaf child directly challenges his parents' capacity

to cope with noveJ- parental experiences. Most parents are

themselves understandably handicapped in learning to cope

realistically with their child's deafness. IJinety percent

of deaf children have hearing parents, many of whom have had

no prior experience with deafness and no reason to expect

deaf ness in their child (Robinson , 19 7B ) . According to ¡,Iin-

de} and Vernon (1971), factors that affect the ability of

the parents to cope are tha nature of the parents I personal-

ities, the state of the marriage, the parents' rel-ationship

to members of the extended family, the ordinal- position of

the deaf child and the importance

family.

of verbal- Ianguage to the

The psychological ambivalence which some parents feel af-
ter giving birth to a deaf child, together with their confu-

sion over how best to help the child, are not insurmountable

problems; many parents, both deaf and hearing, have great

SUCCCS S

ch i1 dren

in

to

providing the environments which all-ow their
develop normally (Robinson, ]978).

However, many authors agree that if the parents fail to

resolve their feelings of grief, anger and helplessness,

they will be forced to remain arrested in the earliest stag-

es of their psychological reactions to their child's deaf-

ness (If indel and Vernon, 1971 ; Robinson, .l-978) . This is the

stage wherein the primitive psychological processes of deni-
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aI and rationalization form the chief mode of handling psy-

chic pain caused by the child's deafness. It is these au-

thors' beliefs that the parents' early reactions reÌated to

the discovery of deafness and their resol-ution of these

feelings toward the child influence all major decisions.

Literature on the birth of defective children (Shontz,

1965; Becker, I976; Solnit and Stark, 1961-) reveals that the

majority of these normal parents do not receive adequate

support from the professionals they have sought out for di-
agnostic certainty, therapeutic guidance, and prognostic

formulations. Finding helpful experts, meeting other pa-

rents, working out varieties of compensatory sofutions for
the deficit all these partial resol-utions free the parent

to be more effective (Robinson, l-978).

1.3 EARLY HO¡ÍE LIFE OF A DEAF CHILD

In their book Sound and Sign, Schlesinger and lleadow (I972a)

discuss the impact of auditory deficit on the development of

deaf persons using an Eriksonian framework. The writer
found that by examining the effects of deafness on childhood

development using this model, she was abl_e to acguire a

fairly comprehensive understanding of the deviant deveJ-op-

mental- processes that deaf children experience. Therefore,

she has also chosen to describe the patterns of development

by referring to the stages of humans identified by Erikson.



Erikson maintains that the whol_e life cycle,

]B

the eight
stages of humans can be seen as an integrated psychosocial-

development in a sequence of critical phases ( Erikson,

1968). Each phase is characterized by age-specific develop-

ments that roust be solved; the foundation for the solution
is prepared in the previous stages and is worked out further
in the subsequent ones (SchIesinger, 1978).

Each critical phase can be described in terms of extremes

of successfur and unsuccessful- soLutions, although the usual-

outcome is a baLance between these two extremes:

l. Basic Trust versus tlistrust;
2. Autonomy versus Shame and Doubt;

3. Initiative versus Guilt;
4. Industry versus Inferiority;
5. Identity versus Identity Diffusion;

6. Intimacy versus Isolation;
7. Generativity versus Stagnation;

Integrity versus Despair.

The resol-ution of each critical phase by the deaf child
depends on the difficu]-ty of the crisis as infÌuenced by the

degree, onsetr and shape of his hearing ross, and the indi-
vidual, parental, and societal resources that are immediate-

J-y ava il-able to h im.

B.

For the purpose of this report,

stages of development wil_L be exami

rst three critical-

rel-ation to prel-

the fi

ned in



inguaJ. deaf ness. Sch

must have meaningful,

teractions with his

f irs t three cri tical-

l9

lesinger (1978) suggests that the child
reciprocal, and largely positive in-

environment in order to resolve the

stages successfully.

1.3.1 Infancy: Basic Trust versus

According to Erikson (1968), the bas

period from birth to lB months, is
trust in the worl-d that wiIl l_ater

about onesef f and the worl_d (Sch1es

vive, all infants need to have their
cal- and cognitive needs met.

M istrust

ic task of infancy, the

to establish a sense of

become a feeling of hope

inger, 1978). To sur-

most urgent physiol_ogi-

The infant is not born with the expectation that particu-
lar individuars wilr respond to his distress (l{indel and

Vernon, 197I). His/her limited responses to outside influ-
ences are essentiall-y ref lexive and instinctual-. optimally,
earJ-y physiological needs must be rnet in consistent, posi-
tive, and predictabre ways through mutual regulation with a

human being. This is a time when idearry the infant finds

that the physical- environment and the peopre that inhabit it
are trustworthy, that they respond to his/her needs in
large)-y positive and predictabl-e \,vays (schresinger and I'{ead-

oiv r 1972a) .

Distinctive characteristics develop earJ-y in the unfold-
ing rel-ationship between the deaf infant and his/her parent
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which distinguish the relationship between a parent and

his/her nondeaf infant. One reason for these differences is
that communication patterns between the mother/father and

deaf infant are not establ-ished in the conventional way. Of

crucial importance is how the differences create a sense of

distance between the parents and the infant which, in turn,

causes later alterations in the personality development of

the deaf individual (l'lindel and Vernon, :.'97I).

Schlesinger and Meadow (I972a) state that data from their
research suggests that deaf infants may be "more quiet" and

slightly more passive. This may occur because they do not

actively seek out the environment, and their parents, in

turnr permit them to rest more quietJ-y without providing the

variety of stimuli necessary for ongoing development.

However, Schlesinger (1978) notes that depending on the

pattern and severity of the hearing loss, some youngsters

wil-1 learn to appreciate environmental sounds; to discrimi-
nate between speech and environmenta] sounds and some will
be abl-e to eventual-Iy repeat words with good approximation.

Even if the auditory route remains bl-ocked, the deaf child
may benefit from compensatory visuar and tactile contact.

During the attachment phase of infancy, communication be-
tween parent and child occurs primariry through such nonver-
bal- means as voice gua]ity, touch and smire. As we1l, it is
cl-ear that sound has important imp]_ications for the guanti-
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ty' qual-ity, and effectiveness of the child's experience
with objects (Liben, l97B). With the absence of severe at_
tenuation of sound, the deaf chird is deprived of knowledge
about the sound-making gualities of objects and actions.
Furthermore, insofar as noises made by objects and actions
excite the chil-d toward exploration, the absence of an audi_
tory channel- might be expected to rimit the motivation for
exploration and hence, retard cognitive growth. Many of the
observations made by piaget suggest that sounds are impor-
tant for the child's sensorimotor exploration.

The earry sensory deprivation of deafness may r_ead to in-
direct restrictions in the chir-d's environment because of
reduced organisrnic exproration. specificafly, since the
visua]- system is bound to the immediate environrnent, the ab-
sence of audition prevents the individual from receiving in_
formation from removed sources, such as the next room.

1.3.2 Earl_y Chi ldhood: Autonomy versus Shame and Doubt
The basic task of earry chirdhood, the period from l_B months
to 3 years, is to deverop a sense of autonomy, the sense of
being a separate human being who has control_ over his/her
body and who can infl-uence the environment increasingry more

maturely (Erikson, l-968). As wel-l_, in this stage of devel_-

opment, symbol-ic J-inguistic communication assumes a more im_
portant rol_e .
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Deaf youngsters show delayed resolutions of the crisis of
autonomy in many areas other than verbar. Accounts of de-
layed toilet training, feeding problems, impositions of
stringent safety measures abound in the literature (schle-
singer and lfeadow , I972a). It appears clear that an optimaJ_

imposition of restraints on the young child is hampered by

the l-ack of meaningfur recipricor communication at this age.

The important ror-e of J-anguage has been recognized by

peopre in a variety of disciprines. psychiatrists have fo-
cused on substituting or supprementing behavior with words
(Gambril-1, L977 ) and on transmitting, crearry or ambigious-
Iy, the communicative techniques of the curture to the child
(schl-esinger, 1978). some cognitive theorists have suggest-
ed that language does shape thought (vygotsky, 1962) ¡ others
have suggested that arthough thought precedes J-anguâ9€r ran-
guage does provide freedom from immediacy (Furth, 1973).
others have noted that cognitive structuring, cr_ear state-
ments of parentar rules, reasons for the rures and conse-
quences for breaking them is crucia]ly important in teach_
ing the child to foregor postponer oE modify strongly
motivated activity (Sch1esinger, 1978).

The developing deaf chird, however, faces many difficul-
ties associated with language (SchLesinger, I97B). ¡tost
deaf children are born to hearing parents who expect to so-
cialize their ch il-d through the modaì.ity of spoken EngJ_ish.
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This process is enormously difficurt, especiarry for young-
sters whose auditory contact with the environment is inade-
quate for speech discrimination. Linguistic input for many

deaf children is limited to what can be lipread. Lipreading
is difficurt, even for persons with wetr deveJ-oped English
skil-ls, because onì-y about 20-40 z of spoken EngJ.ish is vis-
ible on the lips (Furth, 1973). Consequently, there are de_
lays in language acguisition and deficits in age-appropriate
linguistic competence and performance, with these problems
leading to cumur-ative deficits as the chird matures.

ïn addition to organismic and physicar restrictions, the
environment may be reduced for the deaf child as a resul_t of
caretaking practices. v[ithin the f amiJ_y setting, parents
are likery to overprotect their deaf chird, thus reducing
the range of experiences and objects availabte for manipula-
t ion.

Schlesinger and lleadow (Ig72b) | for exampfe, have noted
that parents of deaf children tend to restrict their chil-d,s
intrusions into the outside worrd by innumerabre safety rim-
its. rn questÍonnaires concerning socialization for safety,
Schl-esinger and Irfeadow (I972a) found that in an ef fort to
avoid street accidents, parents with deaf chil-dren were more

rikeJ-y to contror the environment by setting physicar re-
strictions on movement than \,vere parents with hearing chil_
dren. As schlesinger and lfeadow note, greater restrictions
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are often justified, but restrictions are often unnecessari-

Iy excessive.

The hearing parents of a deaf child, frustrated by limi-
tations in communication, frequentry resort to restrictive,
imperativer positional- linguistic codes (schlesinger, r97B).

rt is easier to say "no" to a deaf child than to patiently
help the child understand by qualifying the 'no', with the

rationale underrying it. rn comparing the interactions be-

tween deaf and hearing children and their mothers, it has

been noted that as a group, the mothers of the hearing chil-
dren were more flexibre¡ pêrmissive, encouraging and cre-
ative; they \^rere less frequently didactic and intrusive.

1.3.3 Later Childhood: Initiative versus Guilt
The task of chirdood from three to six years is to develop a

sense of initiative with a feering of the purpose of rife
and of one ' s own sel-f ( Erikson, f 9 68 ) . Children at this

stage frequentry attach themsel-ves to people with occupa-

tions they can grasp: firemen and poricemen, gardeners and

pl-umbers (Schlesinger and lr{eadow, 1972a).

The normal chil-d moves intrusively into a rarger society;
he/she does so by vigorous locornotion, occasionar aggessive-

ness, expression of so-carled infantil-e sexuality and insa-
tiabre curiosity manifested by unceasing questions. As in
all stages of development, the environment must present cer-
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tain minimum nurtiments to further the growth of the child
(Schl-esinger and Meadow, I972b). Ear1ier, a variety and

abundance of meaningful sensory input were of primary impor-

tance; now responsiveness of the environment to the childts
activities assumes prime importance.

The chil-dhood stage is characterized in the normal chird
by marked motor exuberance. rn the deaf chitd, this exuber-

ance is doubly inhibited the verbal exuberance is almost

invariably diminished by a paucity of symbols, but the feer-
ings remain exuberant and it is not suprising that young-

sters "deprived of the ability or opportunity to express

powerfur feelings in words usuarry erupt in actions"
(Katan , 19 61 ) .

The environment praces an additional deprivation on the

deveJ-opment of the deaf youngster (schresinger and lr,leadow,

L972). Although identifications at this age stiII remain

primarily familiaJ-, there is increasing evidence that serf-
esteem is arready developing. The growth of sel-f -esteem is
accompanied by early awareness of human differences, which

idea1J-y can be accepted either joyfully or neutrally.

rt has been noted that many parents attempt to force

their youngsters into a normalcy not availabLe to them

(Schlesinger, 1978). Some parents abhor any vestige of dif-
ference and forgo the hearing aid, inhibit gestures and

voice' Their chil-dren l-earn easiJ-y that their deficiencies
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hearing aidsr voice quality, use of gestures are deva-

lued by the overall society. As weII, the deaf child of

hearing parents is characteristicalry deprived of contact

with successf ul- deaf aduJ-ts, a f act that may deepty inf Iu-
ence his/her sel-f -concept. For if he/she sees onÌy deaf

children and never meets deaf adults, he/she may develop

distorted expectations of what happens to deaf chirdren
gro\,rn up. He/she may wonder whether deaf children suddenJ_y

become hearing or whether they die. The deaf child of deaf

parents cJ-earl-y has higher serf-esteem at the earlier ages

(i.{eadow , 19 69 ) .

1.3 .4 Concl-us ion

The patterns of deveJ-opment.described suggest that the typi-
car deaf chiÌd of hearing parents suffers in the resorution

"ef each of the three early phases identified by Erikson.

The way in which the deaf child and his/her parents resofve

these critical stages has life-long imptications for the fu-
ture development of that individual.

The psychoJ-ogical ambival-ence which some parents feel af-
ter giving birth Lo a deaf child together with their confu-

sion over how best to heJ-p the chird, are not insurmountable

problems; many parents, both deaf and hearing, have great

success in providing the environments which allow their
children to deverop norma1ly. There is littte doubt, howev-

êrr that others are in need of guidance and counsel- ancl that
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lack of such direction may seriousry retard the chird's sub-

seguent socialization.

L.4 EDUCATIONAL IMPLTCATIONS OF DEAFNESS

The period when a chil-d is about to enter first grade has

been identified as one of potential stress (trtoores, 197B).

The life cycle of a family invoLves changes in famiry rela-
tions and in individual rores over a rong period of time.

Although the deaf child has probably received some preschoor

training, parents perceive entrance into the formal- elemen-

tary school- years as a critical point.

rf the parents are abre to work through their grief real--

isticarly, and turn to the hearthy deveropment of the child,
they are often at a l-oss to discover the best means of edu-

cating their child in the earry years (streng, Kretschmer

and Kretschmer, 1978). They learn that there has long been

a dispute between educators of the deaf over oral- versus

manual technigues of communication and language learning.
They arso hear that the choice of educational program that
they make for their chird is criticar for his/her future de-

velopment. This puts added stress on the parents to make

the "right" choice.

It is difficult to convey

impJ- ied by the phrase the

1973). This controversy, wh

adequately the issues that are

oral-manual- controversy (Furth,

ich is as o1d as deaf education,
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colors arl educational considerations; any major decision or

change concerning educational- practices implies some stand

on the controversy. It is much rnore than a difference in
teaching methods; it touches the very core of deaf people's

existence. Proponents of the different nethods can cite ev-

idence to support their favorite combination of methods (Li-
ben l97B). Unfortunately, when parents first come into con-

tact with the educational system, they are swayed by the

personal stance of Lhe professional- that they first meet.

Hearing parents of deaf chirdren often have no idea that a

reasonabre al-ternative to orar education and joining the

hearing society exists.

The aural/ora1 educational approach is directed towards

providing hearing impaired children with speech and auditory

training to promote the further development of speech and

J-anguage skiIls. This approach involves the learning of

verbal communication skills (speech ), auditory training
(listening), speechreading (lipreading), and amplification
by hearing aids. Its major aim is to aid the deaf in inte-
grating into the dominant hearing community (Furth, l_973).

Those espousing the oral method have had three major

criticisms of using manuar communication in the schoor (Li-
ben, 1978). First, they suggest that its use wilI interfere
with the individual-'s motivation f or developing aural-oral-

skilJ-s, as it is easier for the deaf to master sign ]anguage
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Second, it is suggested that the de-

velopment of manual skills rather than aural-oral skilIs

will prevent integration into the dominant hearing community

as signs restrict the number of people with whom the deaf

child can communicate. Third, they suggest that manual l-an-

guages do not have the capacity for expressing abstract

ideas, and that people using manual languages wiII be limit-

ed to concrete thinking.

Those supporting manual- communication argue that empiri-

cal evidence refutes alI three criticisms (Liben, I97B). In

response to the first, several- studies have shown that chil-

dren who have had early exposure to manual communication do

as v+e11, or as better than children who have not had this

exposure (Stuckl-ess and Birch, 1966; I'{eadow, 1968). In ad-

ditionrmost studies have shown that deaf children of deaf

parents (ie. children exposed to manual communication) per-

formed better on tests of educational- achievement, reading

and writing, than deaf children of hearing parents (ie.

those exposed only to spoken English). Thus, most of the

Iiterature is in agreement that the use of earJ-y manual com-

munication need not hamper later ski11s, even skiIls specif-

icaIIy related to spoken language.

To respond to Lhe issue of integration into the hearing

community, those who support the use of manual communication

argue that research indicates that the integration of deaf
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people into the hearing world has had onry limited success.

For exampfe, many studies conclude that arthough deaf peopl-e

interact with the hearing community when necessary, they

tend to look toward the deaf community for their nonobriga-

tory social interactions (Liben l97B).

The third criticism, that manual ranguages are inherentJ_y

concrete, has been refuted by recent ringuistic work. As

BeJ-lugi and Kl-ima ( 1978 ) discuss, sign language may be used

for expressing abstract thought and is not a linguistica]ly
"inferior" language.

rn recent years, a third approach to communication has

ernerged, called total- communication. rn this approach, al_l_

possible forms of communication are used to deveJ-op concepts

and language. some of the forms of communication used in-
c.li¡de hand s igns and f ingerspelring in Engrish word order
(Signing Exact EngJ-ish), speechreading (Iipreading), speech,

non-verbal communication skil-rs (gestures and body ran-
guage )' graphic aids, ampl-if ication of hearing aids ancl au-

ditory training (l-istening) .

The use of totaÌ communication with ve

appears to be gaining support I a support

to a number of factors, including:

l-, the evidence that deaf chil-dren

achieve more academically than do

parents;

ry young children

that may be traced

of deaf parents

those with hearing
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the growing tendency to accept the J_anguage of signs

as a legitimate mode of communication;

the increasing militancy of deaf adults who are only
beginning to make an impact on the field, the majori-
ty of whom, despite their own rigid oral training,
strongì-y support the use of total communication

(lloores, I9 7B) .

Although one of the goars of education of the hearing im-
paired is to produce chirdren proficient in speech and

speechreading, the rearity must be faced that rigid adher-

ence to learning by means of speech and speech-reading is
self-defeating for many deaf chitdren. In a totaÌ popula-

tion of hearing-impaired children, there wilr be those una-

bl-e for just reason to deverop real- and true languag€, using

the oral- method (Harris, l_971) .

consequentry, many deaf chil-dren must enter manuar pro-
grams at schools for the deaf with a sense of reLief; they

are freed to communicate in a manner comfortable to them

(Minde1 and Vernon, 1971). The children placed in these

programs are often regarded as dropouts from orarism. They

are laberled with a varieLy of indecorous terms',sl-ow lear-
ners tt , t'aphas ics tt , ttretardedt' , ttoral f a ilures t, , ,twi1J_f ul tt ,

"emotionally disturbed", etc. parents who have been condi-
tioned earÌier to the "primacy" of orar-ism may regard pJ-ace-

ment of their child in a manual- program as a signal of fail_-

2.

3.
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tsure. This has severe

self-concept.

repercusions for the deaf child

In spite of the emphasis placed on "individuality", there

has been a growing tendency to encourage uniformity in edu-

cation. Every program for hearing-impaired chitdren should

have available to it the possibility of pursuing through

different communication modal-ities - whether aurar-orar, to-
tal communication, or even sign languagêr al_one the goal

of a healthy, literate child (Streng, Kretschmer and

Kretschmer, 197B).

Leo Jacobs, a deaf educator, writes that "the education

of the deaf was started by hearing people. However, instead

of developing the educational methods for greater effective-
ness toward the goal of developing happyr w€ll-adjusted and

productive deaf citizens, the hearing persons who have been

in the saddle of authority have placed the greater emphasis

upon molding deaf chil-dren into acceptable facsimil_es of

hearing people" (Jacobs, I974).

Deaf people, after years of training in speechreading,

cannot speechread as wel-l- as hard-of -hearing people because

they lack the ability to utilize context and anticipate, in-
tegrate, and interpret in consistent grammatical patterns

those sounds, words, and phrases which are difficulat to

distinguish from the lips. As wetr, research studies indi-
cate that hearing persons are better speechreaders than most
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(Bol-ton I I976) .
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of training

Although the oral-manuar controversy has shadowed other
aspects of educationar programs for the deaf, there are oth-
er important variations in educational- environments that af-
fect the child's experience profoundJ_y (Liben, L97B). One

of these is whether the chird ]ives at home or at a school

residence. Most educatiors wourd probabry agree that the

optimum arrangements for young children are reftected in the

situation of the chird who l-ives at home with a loving, con-

cerned family and attends a local- school where his special
needs are met (Schlesinger and lr{eadow, I972a).

Unf ortunateJ-y, this is f requently not possible. !ühen a

family lives in a rural area where schoor districts are in-
capable of providing for the needs of every special- chird,
it may be a case of educational- necessity for a young child
to attend the nearest schoor for the deaf and to rive in the

dormi tory.

some of the disadvantages of the residential- setting stem

from the nature of dormitory l-ife and the administrative
hazards inherent in a large institution (Schresinger and

Meadow, f9 72a). A large body of literature supports the

widely hel-d belief that institutionaLization has detrimentaL

effects on the deveÌoping child (Bolton, I976).
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A study conducted by Evans (1975) indicated that for deaf

teenagers who l-ive in res idential school-s, social isol-ation

is increased because of infrequent symbolic interaction with

non-deaf people such as family members, same-age hearing

peers and society, in general. Life in many residential
school-s deprives children of normar contact with diverse

segments of our society and its cul-ture. One major conse-

quence is insufficient exposure to, and lack òf learning of,
socially significant norms, roles, attitudes¡ vâlues and

patterns of behavior commonly induced by members of our so-

ciety.

In another stucly that compared day students to residen-

tial students, it was found that day students were generally

superior Lo residential- students with hearing parents (Mead-

o\,ù and Schl-es inger, I972a) . There were statistically sig-
nificant differences on 10 descriptive variables (social de-

velopment, communicative development and intellectual
development ) .

One study which did not support this general concl-usion

compared matched samples of residential pupils and day stu-
dents attending residential_ schools (euigley and Fresina,

1961). This investigation fail-ed to support the contention

that J. ivi ng in res idential- school-s is detrimentar to the de-

vel-opment of communication skills, educational- achievement,

or the social adjustment of deaf children. In regard to so-
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cial-ízation and community integration, Rainer et ar. (1969)

state that the data indicated that persons with early totar
deafness can estabrish adequate sociarization patterns and

are abl-e to participate in and utilize general community

servi ces .

Thus, it should be noted that there are al-so positive as-

pects of institutionalization for deaf children. chirdren
in residence settings are more likery to have contact with
deaf adurts, as counselors or house parents are often deaf

themselves (Liben, I91B) .

Ir{oreover, in the dormitory, deaf children are surrounded

by other children who share their communicative modes and

have had many of the same experiences. To meet and live
with other boys and gir]-s whose activities can be much more

fuJ-J-y accepted than hearing children must be a tremendousry

meaningfuJ. experience for the deaf child (Furth, I973).

Thus, most deaf children adjust remarkably welr to residen-
tial schoor and prefer institutionalization to living at
home where parents and sibl-ings have never learned to commu-

nicate with them (Borton, 1976). rt is here that the deaf

chil-d has the experience of constructing new and meaningful

ways of reJ-ating to others at

his skil-1 in communication.

the same time that he expands

The discrepancies

layed in the process

suggest that at

of socialization

most deaf teens are de-

rather than remain al-
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ien to their own society (Stephens, I976). ltithout a doubt,

differences exist between deaf and hearing teens. The na-

ture and meaning of these differences are not clear, howev-

er.

Any discussion of education must include some indication
of how wel-l- educational goars are being met. Research find-
ings on the educational achievements of deaf students have

not been encouraging. rn fact, it has been well-establ-ished

that the average deaf adurt is undereducated (Mindel and

Vernon, l-971). This is a clear indictment of educational

systems which fair to develop the intell-ectuar potential- of

the average deaf person. This l-ack of academic achievement

also acknowledges the impediment to normal rearning caused

by severe or profound hearing ]oss.

There are a number of studies (lvrightstone, Aaranow anci

Ir{oskowiLz, 1962; Bolton, 1976) which document the education-

al fail-ures of deaf youth. rn the most extensive survey of
educational achievement which incruded 93 I of the deaf stu-
dents sixteen years or older in the united states, onry five
percent of the students achieved a tenth grade level or bet-
ter. Most of this five percent were hard of hearing or ad-

ventitiousry deafened. sixty percent were at grade revel

5.3 or below, and 30 t were functionally illiterate
(lf cCIure, l-966 ) .
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llany deaf , however, are f luent in ASL. They are able to

understand English concepts when translated into their l-an-

guage but they have not mastered the spelling of English

words. The problem lies in that their use of the English

language is measured, not ASL, and consequently, they appear

undereducated. This al-so has implications for the deaf per-

sonrs self-concept for he/she goes through the school system

thinking that he/she signs bad English and not recognizing

that they are, in fact, using a distinct language.

Parents are traditionally Ied to bel-ieve that preschooÌ

oral- education may correct these distressing educational de-

ficiencies. Research on the effects of oral- preschool pro-

grams fail- to support such claims. One investigation on an

oral- preschool- program showed that children with oral- pres-

chool training were not more advanced academical-ly than the

matched group with no preschool oral experience (Liben,

1978).

1.5 VOCATIONAL IMPLICATIOITS

Communication barriers erected

OF DEAFNESS

the area of vocation. A deaf

hired for a job that requires

deficiency often begun at home

of formal schooling becomes a

market.

in early life carry over into
person does not expect to be

hearing; however, the language

and carried through the years

serious restriction in the job
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The demands of todayrs technological society rimit voca-

tionar success for peopre saddled by deafness and their con-

sequent undereducation (Mindel and Vernon, 197I). Even for
the ambitious deaf student, self-education is difficurt if
not impossible when reading level-s are third and fourth
grade. The deaf have the same intel-Iigence as hearing. De-

spite this, they are frequently forced to 'do manual l_abor

rather than appropriate professional_ or technical work.

A study conducted in 1970 (ttindel and Vernon, I97I) indi-
cated that 87 I of deaf peopre are employed in manuar rabor,

as contrasted to less than 50 I of the qeneral- popuJ-ation.

Furthermore, in studies of the deaf communities in wash-

ington, D.C. and ÌJew York, only six percent hel_d clerica]
jobs and less than three percent were emproyers or business-

men (Schein and Del-k I I974). Thus, deaf people are over-

represented in skil-l-ed trades and grossly underrepresented

in clerical-, professional and managerial positions, many of
which do not require hearing.

The employment prospects for deaf adurts who dropped out

of schoor, \^¡ere discharged for disciprinary reasons, or who

have very low l-evels of academic achievement are much bleak-

er (Robinson, 1978). In addition to confronting the usual

forms of social prejudice, these individuals are 1ikely to
have minimal J-anguage deficiency and are often suffering
from emotional dosorders as weLl.
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A study conducted by Stewart (I974) concluded that the

limitations of such men and women did not result primarily

from deafness, but from early deprivations; lack of healthy

family interaction; of preschool preparation; of opportuni-

ties for toLal communication and self-expression in the

years of formal- schooling.

It should be noted that these studies are not current.

However, the student was unsuccessful in locating recent re-
search articles regarding vocational patterns of deaf

adults. It can be assumed, however, that with technological

advances over the past 10 15 years and the current unem-

ployment rate among the general population, that handicapped

persons are experiencing increased difficulties in securing

appropriate employment (Douglas and WaLsh, l-980). On the

other hand, there are some indications that more deaf people

are entering university programs to obtain degrees, espe-

cially in the human service areas.

A large number of studies seem to agree that a signifi-

cant percentage of the deaf suffer vocationally because they

cannot casually obtain information about careers and work

habits in the same manner as their hearing counterparts

(McHugh, 1975).

Joiner et a]. (1968) conducted research on the vocational

aspirations versus actual participation in the chosen

fiel-ds. It was found that although the vocational plans of
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young deaf adults are the same as those of their hearing

counterparts, J-ess than 27 I of the deaf saw themsefves as

actually participating in these chosen fields. Further-

more, only 12 I of the deaf planned on entering professional_

and technical areas, which reguired advanced academic

skilIs, and tended to make traditional and sex-stereotyped

occupational- choices (lloores, 1978).

A recent folJ-ow-up study of the lfanitoba School for the

Deaf graduates points to the general-ly }ow wages and lack of
promotions afforded to deaf people in the work force (Doug-

l-as and Wal-sh, 19B0). Phitips (1975) has stated that commu-

nication problems can be a major factor in keeping a deaf

empJ-oyee f rom getting raises or promotions. Reich (I974)

supports this statement with data that indicates only three

percent of employed deaf people have supervisory positions.

Employer discrimination against deaf persons in hiring
and job advancement policies is not uncommon (Vernon, 1967).

However, the employers who give deaf workers a chance report
stabre tenure records; their earnings compare favorably with

those of their hearing counterparts; they are not accident

prone; their hearing l-oss does not interfere with their ef-
ficiency (Robinson, I97B). Moreover, employers view the

deaf as satisfactory workersr so that whatever barriers to
promotion or change might be, Lt can be said that the deaf

individual- who acquires a position witr maintain it under

ordinary circumstances by performing wetl_.
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Vernon (I967 ) identifies a rather high rate of unemploy-

ment among deaf persons (Rainer et âI., 1963) which is due

to a number of factors over and above the effects of automa-

tion, educational lag, undertraining, and communication

problems. One of these is the tendency for the young deaf

applicant to be naive about the world of work. This naivete

is manifested in many \¡¡ays, one of which is an unrealisti-
caIly high salary expectation. Another manifestation is a

lack of a feeling of responsibility to the empJ-oyer. It is
not uncommon for deaf youths to fail to notify their super-

visor when they miss work due to illness (Vernon, 1967).

1.6 PSYCHOSOCIAL IMPLICATIoNS oF DEAFNESS

The effects of impaired hearing cover the entire range of

reaction and disturbance (Levine, 1960). At one extreme,

defective audition raises a barrier to development that can

only be scaled through the effects of a who1ly unusual type

of special education. At the other, it possesses the power

to traumatize personality into serious disorganization. And

between these extremes are the countl-ess various repercus-

sions of hearing loss.

This is the situation that characterizes the hearing im-

paired population throughout the country. This group has

commonly been referred to as "deaf mutes" or "the deaf and

the dumb". I{owever, they are not mute, for there is no vo-

cal impairment. Neither are they dumb for many are taught
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to speak through speciar instructional techniques (Levine,

1960). The great handicap of the deaf lies in the fact that
permanently impaired hearing occurs during the most vulnera-

bre time of rife from birth through early chitdhood and

is so severe that it deadens the most pov,/erful developmental

stimulus of all the sound of the human voice.

rt has been hypothesized that ear]y chil-dhood deafness

and the subsequent retarded language development would pro-
duce impairments in personarity deveropment (Bo1ton, r976).

rt is generarry recognized by chird development speciarists
that a conception of seÌfhood becomes differentiated during

the second or third year of rife. The chird's sel-f-concept

forms in the context of the socialízation processes, which

are inextricabry correLated with ranguage traininq and de-

veropment. Thus, a question of importance concerns the ex-

tent to which psychorogicar adjustment of the chird may be

distorted by retarded lanquage development.

Bolton (I976) indicates that during the past 20 years,

six reviews of research literature on personality and social-

adjustment of the deaf have been conducted. several are

summarized as follows:

Berlinsky (1952) reviewed l5 studies and concLuded that
deaf persons appear to reach the same overarr level of ad-
justment as the hearing population. He then proceeded to
enumerate "some slight but consistent differences.,, Deaf
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persons have more troubl-e adjusting to their environment,

are more introverted, Ìess dominant, srightly more neurotic,
slightly egocentric, evidence somewhat more feeLings of de-

pression and suspicion and are less mature in judgement and

social- competence.

Levine (1963) reviewed a

cluded that "the personal

deaf. ..suggest weakness and

tively and knowledgably wi

today" (Bolton, I976).

wide variety of studies and con-

ity patterns and traits of the

deficiencies for deaJ.ing effec-
th the complex problems of life

The review of Schuldt and SchuLdt (I972) considered Z0

empirical personarity studies of deaf chil-dren pubì-ished

since 1950. They concluded that deaf children manifest more

abnormar personarity characteristics and less adequate ad-

justement when compared to hearing children.

The reviewers are crearly not in agreement in the concru-

sions regarding the personarity and adjustment of deaf per-

sons. However, Levine (1963) states that it is agreed that
many deaf adults do exhibit patterns of behavior reflecting
retarted emotional development and immature social function-
ing as a resul-t of growing up in a sheJ-tered, overprotective

environment and not to deafness, per se.
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1.6.J- Language and Communication

The imposition a hearing loss praces on communication is
perhaps the most serious Iimitation to be incurred by this
disabitity (cohen, r9B0). The communication problem affects
every aspect of his/her life. other problems areas exist
principally because of it (Williams and Sussman

His/her degree of adjustment and achievement in a

her activities is primarily dependent on aspects

communication skiIIs.

',

1l

of

1971).

of hís/

h islher

The normal nondeaf child learns the language of the soci-
ety into which he/she is born by hearing it. When auditory

i.nput is greatly reduced t wl-itten and verbat ranguage dever-

opment in the chird is effectivery curtaired. According to

Baker and Cokely (1980), language refers to ,,a system of
relativery arbitrary symbols and grammaticar signars that
change across tirne and that members of a community share and

use for several purposes: to interact with each other, to
communicate their ideas, emotions and intentionsr and to
transmit their cul-ture from generation to generation. " Cu1-

ture is transrnitted through the medium of language. Lan-

guage 1s

However,

a

ir
tool- which enables humans to think abstractly.
is not the only basis for abstraction.

communication refers to the various signaJ-ing systems

which exist or deverop among animars, incruding humans.

Thus, communication includes a much larger range of behav-
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iors than language; however, language provides one procedure

for communication among peopJ-e (Bolton I 1976).

The distinction between language and communication has

direct relevance to the functioning of deaf persons. Most

deaf persons are adequate communicators using manual- sign

language but are three to four years behind their hearing

counterparts in their use of formaJ_ reading and writing
skill-s. The Engrish that deaf children encounter in their
studies becomes increasingly complex as they progress up

through the grades (Bornstein and Hamilton, l_978). It is
the primary medium through which information is firtered in
the cl-assroom, in texts, in the larger environment, and

sometimes through the student's peers, if he/she and they

have achieved a realIy functional- use of EngIish.

crearJ-y, the communication prob]erns that remain with old-
er deaf chil-dren are very comprex. There is evidence Lo

support that as the majority of deaf children gro\¡¡ older,
the discrepency between the leve} of English that they are

abre to master and the revel- of Eng]ish used in the informa-

tion increase with every year of life (Bornstein and Hamil--

ton, 1978 ) .

Hence, the ordinary

persons in our society

deaf person lives in a

means of communicaLion

communication system for adult deaf

can be summed up as follows: The

society in which the most important

is the oral- language of that society,
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The individual deaf

person masters the el-ements of this language to a greater or

fesser degree so that he/she can (l)1ip-read, (2)speak him

or herself, (3)write, and (4)read (von der Leith' 1978).

In a group of hearing persons, the deaf person will- soon

understand l-ittle of the conversation, when several- persons

speak at once. In fact, even the hard of hearing function

as socially deaf in groups with more than two hearing per-

sons. OnIy when one or several- hearing persons of the group

are fluent in sign language is there a chance for a deaf

person to keep up with the conversation (von der Leith,

1978 ) .

The manual- sign language used by the deaf, is an intri-

guing J-anguage although considerable controversy has cen-

tered around its role in the education of the deaf (l1ykle-

bust I 1964').

As there are several variations of sign language used by

the deaf, a brief discussion. regarding these is appropriate.

Woodward (1973) viewed these differences as occurring over a

gradient. He hypothesized a continuum with American Sign

Language at one poJ-e and Signed English at the other. Be-

tween these are varieties of language calIed Pidgin Signed

English

r. American Sign Language (also ca11ed Ameslan or ASL)

is the language used by most deaf persons to communi-

cate with one another. Baker and CokeJ-y (1980 ) de-
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scribe American Sign Language as a visual-gestural

language. "Gestures" can be simply defined as any

movernents of the body that occur for the purpose of

communication. The gestures found in ASL are a spe-

cial set of rule-governed behaviors which are called

signs. The units of American Sign Language are com-

posed of specific movements and shapes of the hands

and arms, eyes, face, head, and body posture.

The term "visual" refers to the fact that American

Sign Language, uses body movements, instead of sound,

"listeners" use their eyes instead of their ears to

understand what is being said. And because aII lin-

guistic information must be received through the

eyes, the J-anguage is caref uIJ-y structured to f it the

needs and capabilities of the eyes.

ASL f ulf ill-s the requirements of a genu ine l-an-

guage as stated by Baker and Cokely (1980), "Any sym-

bolic Ianguage which is learned, which consists of

conventional basic units and rules for their arrange-

ment which includes a conventional set of arbitrary

signs for meanings and referents." ASL also contains

all the features of any language. These are semantic

rufes, syntactic rules, transformationat rules and

phonological rules.
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a limited number of

unÍts that are connected to each other in specific
ways (Baker and Cokely, 19B0). The basic building
bl-ocks of a signed language are its handshapes, its
palm orientations, and the l-ocation where these oc-

cur. By combining a specific handshape, palm orien-
tation, and movement in a particular direction, one

makes a sign. Combinations of signs form sentences.

In ASL, there are ruLes for deLermining how words or
signs can be combined to form sentences.

Sentences are divided into three main parts and

are sequenced in the order in which they visualty oc-

cur. The first part is the sign that is most con-

crete, the second part incl_udes the signs that de-

scribe the stimul-us and the third part is the result,
product or state of being.

During the past few years, several manual_ sign

systems have been deveJ_oped by educators to present

English visual-J-y since their design is such that they

use ASL in English word order (Katz, 1978). The new

systems have as their premise that ASL, with Iinguis-
ticaLly generated variations can be the equivalent of
spoken English. Furthermore, they share the idea

that if this type of system is introduced to the deaf

child at a very early âger the language skills, total
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experiences, mental health and communicative abili-

ties wiIl be improved over the traditional approach-

ôc

Seeing Essential English (SEE 1)

This sign system uses modifications of ASL to re-

semble Eng1ish. SEE 1 signs represent word forms or

word parts such as roots, prefixesr or suffixes. To

reflect EngJ-ish syntax, SEE I emphasizes complete

English word order. Verb tense is clearly indicated

and irregul-ar verb forms have signed representation.

In general terms, EngJ-ish words are represented by

the traditional- American sign word plus a suffix

anð/or prefix.

The SEE I system has the largest vocabulary of any

of the new systems. At present, there appears to be

about 6,000 SEE 1 words (Bornstein, l-973 ) .

Signing nxàct English (SEE 2)

According to Bornstein (1973), the reasons leading

to the development of Signing Exact English is that

SEE I utilized too many signs that were too distant

from ASL, were too radical in its use of the root

word and too complex for the needs of parents and

teachers. Accordingly, SEE 2 uses signs which repre-

sent words rather than rootsr âs well as basic affix-

es as needed. Signing Exact English has a vocabuJ-ary

of some 2000 words.

3.
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Signed English (SIGLISH)

This sign system is located at the other end of

the continuum. Its basic purpose is to represent

English manualJ-y (Bornstein, 1973). It ernploys signs

in English syntax and the signs represent either
words t ot word parts t oE morphemes, etc.

The following sentence wil-r show some of the differences
and similarities between manuar codes for Engrish and ASL

(Baker and Cokely, I9B0).

vlritten Engrish: Last week r went bowring with my friends.
sEE l-: Finar week r go + ed bowl- + ing with my friend + s.

SEE 2: Final- week I go * ed bowling with my friend + s.

signed Engrish: Final- week r qo * (irregular past marker)

bowling with my friends.

ASL: One week past me friend group from - here - group - go

- to - bowJ-ing.

other sign or communication systems emproyed are the Ver-

botonal method (emphasis on spoken rhythm of the ranguage),

cued speech and Linguistics of Visuar Engrish (auditory

methods), Rochestor method (combination of speech, ripread-
ing and f ingerspelling ) and lr{anual English (based on SEE 2) .

The new sign systems are in a state of flux and transition.
rncongruencies and contradictions may be seen within the

4.

systems.
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one further method of communication. has evorved and is
used extensively in particular when deaf and hearing people

are communicating with one another is pidgin signed English.
A pidgin is a language which develops naturaLry when peopJ_e

who do not know each otherrs language wish to communicate

with each other (Baker and Cokely, 1980). Thus, deaf people

try to sign Engrish and hearing peopre think they shourd ab-

breviate or simplify their signed EngIish.

. Pidgin signed English does not have one specific set of
rul-es. Rather, many forms exist. The forms used by deaf

peopre tend to incl-ude more of the structures found in the

srammar of ASL and l-ess of the grammatical forms of Engrish.
i',-',¡¡vsrsely, the forms of pidgin signed Engrish used by hear-
ii^rg people tend to incl-ude more Engrish grammatical- struc-
iures and more transriterations of English idioms and rittre
of the structures found in ASL (Bornstein, f973).

Thus, the purpose

like ASL or more like
reason, Pidgin Signed

the Dea,f community as

with hearing people.

Pidgin Signed English

nity to acquire ASL.

of Pidgin Signed English - either more

English is communication. For this
English has been generally accepted by

a way to interact more comfortabJ_y

In general, hearing people have used

because they have not had the opportu-
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I.6 .2 Deaf Subculture

The deaf living among the hearing are in a unique situation.
on the one hand, most of them take a highry integrated part
in society in many different ways. They work with the hear-
irg; they live together with hearing friends and reratives;
they are involved in the same activities as hearing people.

on the other hand, their handicap sets them apart, communi-

cation-wise (Trevoort, 1978) .

The need to nul-lify the communication barrier is the ma-

jor reason why the deaf have formed a subcurture (I,rirriams

and Sussman, 1971). In the regular community_associations

of hearing peopre, many deaf persons function marginally, on

the fringe at best. They have to create compensations.

Thus, they are abre to operate in the rarger cul_ture as nec-

-essary, but they always have their own resources for satis-
fying social experiences. vtithin the deaf community, there
are numerous opportunities for self-fulfillment in the so-
cial area that otherwise cannot be provided by society. rt
is within the context of the deaf community where the inter-
action of one deaf person with another is the greatest.
Deaf peopre hold numerous civic, social_ and recreational_

events and have many clubs and organizations of varied in-
teres ts .

unrike some other disabiJ-ity groups, deaf people have ar-
ways taken care of their o\,ùn needs. They emphasize that
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recipients of other people's charity and

ty of deafness does not foster incompe-

organized and supported these cl_ubs them-

heJ-p from hearing people.

I.6.3 Isol-ation

The impact that hearing loss places on communication al_so

directry inf l-uences the sociar isol-ation of the deaf . with
profound hearing l-oss, the chil-d wirr be virtualry excruded

from information and human contact ordinariJ_y availabLe

through hearing (Mindel- and Vernon, l-971-). This means the

loss of that earry parent-infant rel-ationship conveyed

through sound.

A more profound progressive isoration from the hearing

world begins when the child starts to depend upon auditory
stimulation for the deveropment of language and general

knowredge. Residual- hearing insufficient to allow the chird
to undersLand speech wilt isorate him from conventional lan-
guage devel-opment and utilization. As the deaf chil_d ma-

tures and recognizes that oral conversation and reading are

the chief modes of communication and learning, his sense of
isol-ation increases.

since one of the major consequences of deafness is sociar
isoJ-ation, research studies (Rainer, Artshul-er and Kallman,

l-969; Schein and DeIkt I974) have been conducted to deter-
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mine the infruence of this isol-ation on emotional- develop-

ment. one such study conducted on a psychiatric unit indi-
cated that the socia] isoration of deaf patients was far
greater than that seen in other groups of mentatJ-y ilt per-
sons (Mindel and Vernon, 1971 ). Many of these patients r4rere

not onry unabre to exchange information on rudimentary needs

with the ir f amilies but al-so had no close f riends, deaf or
hearing.

T.7 METTTAL HEALTH AND DEAFITESS

There has been considerable debate regarding the rel-ation-
ship of deaf ness to mentar il-l-ness. some studies have con-

cÌuded that the frustrations and roneriness born of the iso-
l-ation lead to considerable depression in deaf persons,

especially those whose intel-Iect and ambition are thwarted

by inappropriate educational and habilitative techniques and

by the limitations of deafness (vtilriams and sussman, r97r¡
Rainer, AJ-tshuJ-er and KaIJ-man, I969 ) .

several- authors indicate that the impact deafness has on

communication has been designated as the major cause of emo-

tionar disturbance and behavior disorders among the hearing

impaired. Best (1973) suggests that many theories of mental

disorder are based on the fact that frustration occurs when

an individuaL is unabl-e to experience satisfying communica-

tion with others in the environment. Cohen (1980) also com-
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ments on the implications of communication difficulties,
suggesting that a deaf person's inabirity to express dissat-
isfaction often l-eads to a physicar dispray of such feer-
ings.

Robinson (1978) writes that deaf peop]e experience one or
more of a variety of situations which are stressful_, for ex-

ampre, communication probfems in greater or l_esser degrees

which affect al-l areas of living and usually begin in infan-
cy; separation from family at an earry age; job discrirnina-
tion, prejudice, ridicure, and sociar isor-ation from the

mainstream of society. There is no doubt that these factors
may contribute to the deveJ-opment of mental irtnesses.

on the other hand, Rainer et al-. (1963) conducted an ex-

tensive study of psychotic irlnesses among deaf peopre. rt
\./as found that the incidence of schizophrenia was no more

greater among the deaf than in the hearing population.

There is, however, an abundance of literature
preval-ence of emotional- and behaviorar disturbances

deaf chirdren, the concl-usions of which seem to indi
high degree of emotional- problems.

on the

among

cate a

rn 1979, a survey was conducted at the Manitoba school-

for the Deaf, to determine the degree of emotional distur-
bance among schoor age chil-dren. Teachers \¡/ere asked to
compJ-ete a checkl-ist of various types of disorders and to
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indicate the primary handicapping condition for each indi-
vidual. rt was found that 20 I of the students disprayed a

significant degree of emotionar disturbance. These findings
v/ere congruent with studies done in other schools for the

deaf throughout ìJorth America.

vernonrs 1969 study vras among one of the f irst attempts

to identify the size of the emotionarly disturbed hearing-
impaired population (Cohen, I9B0). In this study, teachersl

ratings indicated that 20.7 % of the students had poor psy-

chological- ad justment. The proportion of students whose

psychological test evaluations indicated they vrere emotion-

aIIy disturbed was 22.5 å.

Schlesinger and lr{eadow (L972a) in a California survey es-

timated that 32.2 t of the deaf chil-dren in their rarge and

representative sample were moderately or severely disturbed
according to teachers' ratings. In a duplication of this
study conducted at the Robarts school- in London, ontario,
Evans and Galbraith (1981) discovered that the percentage of

moderatery or severely disturbed chirdren was about 20-22 z.

There are no current studies that demonstrate the degree of

mental- ill-nesses among the deaf .
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1.8 EXTSTTNG SERVTCES (LOCAL, NATTONAL ANp rÌ¡TERITATTONAL)

Deafness can l-ead to isolation from and frustration with,
services which the hearing population takes for granted.

Psychiatric care is one of these services and has been neg-

l-ected by all- but a few mental- health professionals who are

aware of the very special needs and probl-ems of the emotion-

ally disturbed deaf adul-t.

The l iterature indicates a l-ack of human and physical- re-
sources that deal with the mental health needs of hearing

impaired persons. Goulder (1977) fists fifteen mental_

heaLth programs for hearing-impaired persons that are locat-
ed in the United States. Reich and Johnson (1981) identify
two mentar hearth programs for deaf adults that are in exis-
tence in canada, one in Vancouver and one in Montrear.

llontreal. lJone exist in the Winnipeg area.

The only alternative is that deaf persons must utirize
the services that are available to their hearing counter-
parts. This solution, however, is often fraught with prob-

l-ems for it means that the deaf person must be accompanied

by an interpreter. As noted by' Bolton (1976), Bornstein et
aL. state that "the presence of an interpreter, regardless

of his skil-l and sensitivity to the feel-ings of the deaf

cl-ient, is essentiarJ-y an intrusion in this relationship. "

rn addition, the presence of a third person affects the

therapeutic process as even the rnost skil-red interpreters



face a difficult task in attempting to clarify

tween counsellor and client.

House of Commons, it

200r000 profoundly deaf

l-,500,000 with hearing
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messages be-

is estimated that there are over

people in Canada and an additional

impairments.* Since it has also been

A further complication of the current situation is that

mental- health professionals deÌivering services to deaf in-
dividuals do not possess a thorough understanding of and

sensitivity to the unique needs of their deaf clientele.
Psychiatrists, social- workers, psychologists and comrnunity

mental health programs are underexposed, unsophisticated or

untrained to deal with the special problems of the deaf. In

fact, Robinson (1978) states that there is some rel-uctance

of mental health professional-s to engage the deaf client in
tlrerapy because of this.

The psychological and emotional needs of hearing impaired

persons are virtuaÌly ignored. There is a definite need for
*more mental health professionals to firstly, be able to en-

gage in two-way communication with deaf clients and to sec-

ondly, possess knowledge of deafness and deaf people. Deaf

persons should have access to the same quality of services

as hearing persons.

In the 19Bl report of Obstacle, produced by the Canada

*rt should
reflect the
U.S. data

be noted that
Canadian situat

and are prorated

these figures may not accurately
ion. Rather, they are taken from
for the Canadian population.



estimated that one out of every ten people in the popu

require some form of psychiatric he1p, it may be est
that at least 20r000 canadians are unabre to recei
quality of care afforded the hearing population.
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lat ion

ima ted
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I.9 METHODS OF INTERVENTION

rn addition to a l-ack of available services, there is a

paucity of information in the literature regarding specific
interventive technigues that have been found to be success-

ful- with deaf clients. Scott (1978) reports that several
different types of counseling have been used with deaf per-
sons. These include: behavioral- modification, behavioral
counseli.g, contingency managernent, transactional analysis,
reality therapy, reJ-ationship and skir-r-buirding groups,

rol-e-playing, psychodrama, behaviorar contracts, preventive
counseling, play therapy, rational-ernotive psychotherapy and

information- providing.

scott also states that the more ranguage-based types of
counsering (those depending upon a wide vocabufary) do not
seem to be as effective in counsering with deaf persons as

they are with the generaJ- popuration. This appears to be

due to the communication probl-ems which are inherent in any

communication with the deaf and the difficul-ties that many

professionars experience in translating English concepts to
sign language.
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Successful- counseling with most deaf persons and perhaps

with people in general must be related to the here and now

(Vernon, 1967). For example, this means the counselor goes

with the cl,ient on a job interview and based on that situa-

tion, counsels in contrast to talking in his office in gen-

eral terms about interview procedures. It means that coun-

seling is best done on the job where actual behavior and

specific incidents can be dealt with. It means environrnen-

ta1 manipulation, talking to employersr getting the family

to help, and giving support instead of abstractly discussing

problems, and other val-id but intangible therapeutic con-

cepts. The communication Iimitations of many deaf clients
-often rnake abstract procedures useless (Vernon, 1961).

1.TO A REALITY THERAPY APPROACH VüITH DEAF PERSOI{S

The writer has selected reality therapy as the method of in-

tervention to be used in counseling the deaf clients. She

considers it to be an appropriate method due to its focus on

present behavior and acceptance of personal responsibility.

Reality therapy is also effective with deaf persons as it

makes use of a range of therapeutic techniques such as

role-playing, model-ing, limit-setting' contracts and educa-

t ion.

Real- i

veloped

1950's.

ty

by

I

therapy is a series of theoretical principles de-

Dr. William Glasser, a psychiatrist, in the

t is applicable to individuals with behavioral- and
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emotionar problems, as werr as any individual or group seek-

ing either to gain a success identity anð/or to herp others
toward this same goal (GLasser and Zunin, I97g). The crux

of the theory is personal responsibirity for one's own be-

havior, which is equated with mental health.

1.10.1

Real- i t
ior. The therapist
confronts the cl-ient

ity and fulf ill- basic

self or others.

basis of reality therapy

s ic psycholog ical- needs ,

to be loved and the need

oursel-ves and to others.

Concepts

system that focuses on present behav-

functions as a teacher and a modet and

in ways that help the client f ace real_-

needs without harming himself or her-

is to help cl-ients fulf iII the ba-

which incl-ude the need to love and

to feel that we are worthwhile to

Theoretical

y therapy is a

According to reality therapy, it is most useful to con-

sider identity in terms of a "success identity', versus a

"f ail-ure identity". rn the formation of identity, each of
us deverops from involvements with others and with the

self-image by which we feer rel-atively successfur. others
pray a significant role in heJ-ping us clarify and understand

our o\,rn identities. Love and acceptance are di rectry rel_at-

ed to identity forrnation. According to Gl-asser (r965), the
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Reality therapy is buirt on the assumption that a person

is urtimatery sel-f -determining. The principJ_e implies each

person's responsibility to accept the conseguences for his
or her behavior.

There are at least six characteristics that define reali-
ty therapy (Corey, 1977)z

1- ReaJ-ity therapy re jects the concept of mental_ irl-
ness. rt assumes that specific forms of behavior
disorders are the result of irresponsibitity. This
approach does not deal with psychiatric diagnosis.
rnstead, it eguates mentar irÌness with irresponsible
behavior and it equates mentar heal-th with responsi-
bIe behavior.

Reality therapy focuses on present behavior rather
than on feel-ings and attitudes. AJ-though it does not

assert that feeling and attitudes are unimportant,
all- that can be changed is the present and the fu-
ture. rf the past is discussed in therapy, it is al_-

ways related to the client's current behavior. The

therapist is open to expJ-oring atl- aspects of the

client's present life, including his or her hopes,

f ears, and val-ues.

Therapy stresses the clientts strengths, poten-
tiaÌs¡ Successes and positive qualities, not merely

his or her misery and symptoms. Glasser (1965) urged

2.
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that the client be seen as a "person with wide poten-

tial, not just as a patient with problems". He dis-

couraged devoting therapy time to rehashing problems

and fail_ures and suggested that the therapist look

for a client's strengths and emphasize them in the

conversations.

Reality therapy emphasizes val-ue judgements. It

4.

pJ-aces central importance on the cl-ient's rol-e in

judging the quality of his or her behavior in order

to determine what is contributing to his or her fail-

ure in Iife. It seems that change is unlikely with-

out looking at behavior and making some determination

of its constructiveness or destructiveness.

Reafity therapy stresses the conscious, not the un-

conscious, aspects. Reality therapy emphasizes what

clients are doing wrong, how their present behavior

is not getting them what they want and how they might

engage in a plan for successful behavior based on re-

sponsible and realistic behavior.

Reality therapy eliminates punishment. Glasser main-

tains that punishment aimed at changing behavior is

ineffective and that punishment for failing to imple-

ment plans results both in reinforcing the clientrs

failure identity and in harming the therapeutic rel-a-

tionship.

5.
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Instead of using punishment, Glasser advocates al-
lowing the client to experience the natural conse-

guences of his or her behavior.

Reality therapy emphasizes the concept of responsi-

bility, which Gl-asser (1965) defined as "the ability
to f u1f ill onets needs and to do so in a \^¡ay that
does not deprive others of the ability to fulfill
their needs." Even though all- of us possess the need

to love and be loved and the need to feel a sense of

worthiness, v¡e are not naturally endowed with the

ability to fulfiIl these needs. ResponsibiJ_ity con-

sists of learning how to meet these needs in reality.

, Gl-asser (1965) contends that teaching responsibility is a

core concept in reality therapy. The therapist teaches
.clients better ways to f u1f il1 their needs by exploring the

specifics of their daily lives and then making directive
statements and suggestions of ways to sol_ve problems more

effectively. Therapy becomes a special kind of education

wherein definite plans are made and realistic and responsi-

ble means of meeting personaL needs are examined.

Thus, the overaLJ- goal of reality therapy is to help the

individual achieve autonomy. EssentiaJ-J.yr âutonomy is the

state of maturity that accounts for the person,s ability to
relinquish environmentaJ- support and substitute internar

support. This maturity inplies that people are abl-e to take

6.
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responsibility for what they are and what they want to be-

come and to develop responsible and realistic plans to ful-
fill their goals. Reality therapy assists people in defin-
ing and clarifying their life goal-s. Further, it assists

them in clarifying the ways they frustrate their progress

toward their sel-f-defined goals. The therapist helps the

client discover alternatives in reaching goals, but it is
the client who decides his or her own goals of therapy (Co-

rêy, 1977).

1.I0.2 Application: Therapeutic Techniques and procedures

Reality therapy can be characterized as verbatly active.
Its procedures focus on the cl-ient's strengths and poten-

tials as rerated to his or her current behavior as he or she

attempts to succeed in l-ife (Corey, 1977). In assisting the

client to create a success identity, the therapist might use

a range of technigues such as the following:
1. Engage in rol-e-playing with the client;
2. Use humor;

3. HeIp the client to formulate specif ic pJ-ans for ac-

4.

5.

tion;

Serve as a role model and teacher;

Set definite Iimits and structure the therapy situa-
t ion;

Use "verbal- shock therapy" or appropriate sarcasm to
confront the client with his or her unrealistic be-

havior; and

6.
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for more effec-Get invol-ved with

tive 1 iving .

Reality therapy does not include some commonJ-y accepted

therapeutic approaches. Psychiatrists who practice reality
therapy apply drugs and medications conservatively, for me-

dication tends to remove personal responsibility for behav-

ior. Other techniques not used are interpretation, insight,
nondirective interviews, prolonged silences, free associa-

tion, analysis of transference and resistance, and dream

anaÌys is .

Glasser and Zunin (1973) believe that the techniques of

reality therapy are appficable to a wide range of behavior

and emotional problems. They assert that the procedures of

reality therapy have been successful in treating "specific
individual problems, such as problems of anxiety, rlalad just-

mentr ffiârita1 conflicts, perversions, and psychoses".

1.I0.3 Summary and Evaluation

The advantages of this approach appear to be that it is rel-
atively short-term therapy and it deal-s with conscious be-

havioral probJ-ems. The client is confronted with the neces-

sity of evaluating his or her behavior and making a value

judgement. A plan of action and a commitment to foJ-lowing

through are seen as the core of the therapeutic process.
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A shortcoming of real-ity therapy is that it does not give

emphasis to the prace of unconscious psychodynamics and the

personts past as a determinant of present behavior. As

weL1, Grasser's view of menta] irtness as "irresponsibirity"
is controversial. It neglects to acknowledge that many men-

tal patients were highty responsibre citizens prior to the

onset of their syrnptoms. Further, patients may remain re-
sponsible in many areas of their lives while exhibiting psy-

chotic or bizarre behavior (Corey, 1977).

1. ]-1 GOAL ATTAINMENT SCALES

Goar attainment scaling invol-ves setting a goal, imptement-

ing a program, determining subsequent goal attainment, and

using this information to modify future activities (Kiresuk

and Sherman, 1966).

Kiresuk and Lund (1978) state that "the core of goal at-
tainment scaling is a goal attainment folJ-ow-up guide" (p.

345), such as the ones located in Appendix A, B, and C. A

goal attainment forlow-up guide is a grid-shaped form con-

sisting of a series of discrete S-point scares. when the

forrow-up guide is fitled out, each scal-e represents a sepa-

rate client or program goal_ area. The five fevels of each

scal-e are defined by concrete behaviors arranged atong a hi-
erarchy of possible outcomes. The nature of these outcomes

range from the "most favorable outcome thought likely" to
the "most unfavorabl-e outcome thought 1ikeIy" with the "ex-
pected Level of success" at the middle 1eveI.
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The first step in the construction of a goal attainment

scare invoLves selecting scare headings that identify high
priority goaJ, areas. This is commonly negotiated by both

crient and therapist. Goars of the cl-ient or program shou]d

be described in precise and objective terms in order to fa-
ciritate measurement. usuarry between three and five goar

areas are identified.

For each goar specified, a scare composed of a graded se-

ries of J-ikely treatment outcomes ranging from least to most

f avorabl-e is decided upon (Kiresuk and sherman, l_968 ) .

These points are then assigned numericar varues , -2 for a

l-east favorabÌe outcome and +2 for a most favorable outcome

with the vaLue zero assigned to the treatment outcome con-

sidered most likery. rt is important that the scafe points
be stated in terms of events the presence or absence of
which can be easily judged by a forl-ow-up worker who has had

no contact with the clinical procedures.

The goar sel-ector may also specify a set of weights for
the goals, ref Iect ing his,/her appraisal_ of the rel-ative val-
ue of each goal as an indicator of successfur treatment.
FoJ- j-owing the goar sel-ection and weighting, the treatment is
administered. After a predetermined inLervar, the case is
reviewed in regards to the crientrs progress towards the
goals specified prior to treatment.



The advantage of goal attainment scaring is its f
structure and abiJ-ity to accomodate a wide variety
cific goals and measuring scal-es (Kiresuk and Lund,

A presumed advantage is that the method requires each

to be measured only on diinensions that are believed
individually relevant.
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Chapter II
THE PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE

This chapter wil-l- describe the setting of the practicum and

wí]] present an overview of the cases carried by the writer.
Each case will be discussed briefly with an elaboration on

three crients. rn this discussion, the counsering process

will be summarized, including an assessment, treatment goaJ_s

and pLans for change. The interventive outcomes wirl_ be ex-
amined, using goal attainment scal_ing.

2.T SETTTNG

The practicum was conducted at the Deaf

ety for Crippled Children and AduIts (S

ary, I9B2 to July I 1982. It initially
time basis but became a f ul_l--time ef fort
June I 1982.

Program of the Soci-

.C.C.A. ) from Janu-

occurred on a part-

in ApriI, llay, and

The s.c.c.A. provides comprehensive services to physicar-
ly disabled persons from infancy to adulthood. some of the
childrenrs services avairable incr-ude rehabilitation coun-
seling, pre-school- program, education, psychologica]_ servi-
ces, famiry counseling and education, and medical assess-
ments. services ava il-abre to adurt program cl_ients incl_ude

social services and counsering, vocationaÌ assessment and

training, and emptoyment counseì-ing and job pJ-acement.

70
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within the agency, the Deaf program operates as a sepa-

raLe department. rt provides services to both hearing-im-
paired chil-dren and adurts such as family counseling, lia-
sion with other oral and total communication programs,

individual counseling, vocational assessment and training,
upgrading and communication skirts tutoring, and interpret-
ing services. The program al-so acts as a r.iaison or compri-

mentary service to other social service systems dearing with
a deaf person.

The writer assumed a speciarized casel-oad of hearing-im-
paired persons who were experiencing mentaÌ hearth problems

and required intensive intervention. she $¡as the primary

worker in eight of the cases and worked as co-therapist with
a rehabilitation worker in one situation.

AII signif icant contacts and information vüere recorded in
the writerrs files. This mainly focused on the process of
the intervention. As werl ¡ à summary of contacts was en-

tered on the clientsr fiLes prior to termination.

supervision was provided by the four members of the com-

mittee. The writer met semi-monthry with her principal- ad-

visor, Dr. Don Fuchs, during the academic term, and on a

weekly basis in April, lîay and June. He provided valuabl-e

feedback and direction. severar counsering sessions were

video-taped which were viewed and feedback provided on.
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Ruth Rachris and Irlary vlarmbrod also met with the writer
for consurtation, when necessary. Irrike owen, supervisor of

the Deaf Program assigned the cases. The writer met with
him on a semi-monthly basis for supervision.

rn ltrovember, 19Bl I a committee meeting was hel_d in which

the writer presented a proposaì- that defined the specific
sociar work activities to be undertaken. The committee u.j
cepted the plan and provided some feedback.

rn April, 1982, a second committee meeting was arranged,

to discuss the practicum to date, to ensure that the writer
r¡/as on course and to plan for termination. The writer pre-
sented a summary of each case, goals for change, and the in-
terventions employed

2.2 CLIENTS

During the course of the practicum there was contact with a

totaÌ of nine cÌients. of these clients, two dropped out,
for severar reasons. one crient did not feel- that she re-
quired any personar counsel-ing, other than assistance in se-
curing a job. Another rehabiritation counselor was inter-
vening in this area. The other client was experiencing
difficulty in transferring from her previous worker, with
whom she had developed a cl-ose rel-ationship over the pasL

several years.
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consequentry, the writer worked with seven clients, who

represented a range of difficul-ties. of these clients,
three were mare and four were femal-e. Their ages ranged

from 21 years to 44 years, with the average age of 30 years.

AII the clients vrere unmarried.

Two cl-ients \^¡ere residing in mental hear-th facilities,
two were J-iving independentry, two \^/ere staying with famiry
members and one \¡/as at the Kiwanis center of the Deaf

(K.C.D. ). In addition, aIl_ clients were unemployed, al-
though three were seeking work. Four crients used sign lan-
guage to facilitate communication, one person used oral-

methods only, one crient was reJ-earning ASL and the other

client did not know either ASL or EngIish.

A brief discussion of four crients wil-l be presented to
give the reader an idea of the complexity and diversity of

the types of cases that the writer was involved with. For-

lowing that, three cases will be examined in more detair.

2.2.I Paul

2.2.I.I Case Summary

Paur was a 45 year ord profoundty deaf man who had attained
approximately a grade three education. Reports from paul-'s

peers indicate that during his school- years, he did not have

many friends and was considered to be somewhat "strange" and

a dreamer. He apparently identif ied strongJ-y with Hitrer
and the Nazis.
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Paulrs father died many years ago and he had rived arone
with his mother since then. They had formed a stong attach-
ment' whereby paur had become very dependent on her. over
the past 15-20 years, pauJ- would often not reave the house
for weeks at a time. His activities consisted mainly of
watching terevision- As a resur-t of this rifestyr.e, pauil s

sign language skill-s deteriorated to a point where he could
not communicate with others. He and his mother had dever_
oped a home-made sign system.

rn December, 19Br., pauì-rs mother was certif ied under the
I'fental Heal_th Act and placed in a group home. As paul- \,ùas

totaJ-]y dependent on her to meet all of his needs t ã place_
ment was also reguired for him. subseguentry, he was acimit_
ted to the psychiatric unit of a vüinnipeg hospital for so_
cial- reasonsr.where he had remained since.

2.2.I.2 Intervention
Direct counseling with paul was not
el- of functioning and the J_anguage

writerrs role consisted of linking
services that could benefit him.

possible due to his l_ev-

barrier. Therefore, the

Paul to the appropriate

The major goal- Lhat was established was to improve paul-'s
communication skiÌts. The writer connected paur with a deaf
man who was empJ-oyed at K.c.D. This man taught ASL to paur.

for six hours a week. The writer was invorved in many of
these sessions. rn totar, she met with paut 14 times.
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The writer was arso invorved in assisting the K.c.D.

staff to assess whether paul \,ras an appropriate candidate

for admission to the facitity. A number of meetings were

held with staff from community services to discuss future
plans and programming.

Finally, the writer referred paul- to the s.c.c.A. summer

camp as it was felt that this would be a therapeutic experi-
ence.

2.2.2 Dawn

2 .2 .2 .I Case Summary

Dawn was a 36 year old \^¡oman who had a congenital_ hearing
impairment in the "severe" category and subseguentry, a very

severe language deficit. she came from a polish famiry who

inrnigrated to Canada in the 1950's. ConsequentJ-y, Dawn

spoke Pol-ish in the home and knew minimal_ Engrish. Dawn

lived with her parents who were resistant to any involvement
on the part of social_ service professionals.

rt was specul-ated that Dawn was mentalry retarded. psy-

choJ-ogicar testing indicated that she functioned in the

miJ.dry to moderately retarded range of intellectuar func-
tioning. However, due to the language deficiency, ít was

questionable whether this score \^/as valid. Dawn functioned
at the grade two l-evel in reading and math. she had attend-
ed a school- for the retarded for approximaLe]_y eight years.



Dawn did not know any sign

writing, using simple words.

ment Preparation Center daily
sembly work.

2.2.3 Ian

2.2.3.I Case Summary

Ian was a 2I year old native man who had

vere hearing loss, which was progressive
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language and communicated by

Da\,vn was attending the Employ-

where she was involved in as-

profound to se-

nature. Ian I s

2 .2 .2 .2 Intervent ion

As Dawn did not know ASL or English, it was difficult to
communicate with her. The writer was thus involved in con-

necting her to other appropriate resources.

The primary treatment goar \¡/as that Dawn needed to learn
ASL in order to deveJ-op communication skiIIs with other deaf

peopre. The writer arranged for a tutor to work on develop-

ing her ranguage skirls. However, a mental- hearth worker

was responsible for obtaining the funding, which was not ap-

proved during the writerrs practicum.

The writer, however, facil-itated arrangements for a pol-

ish interpreter to assist the Deaf proqramrs tutor in com-

preting a language assessment. This ;.= vitar- to gain an

understanding of whether Dawn did, in fact, have a grasp of
the Polish language or whether she had no ranguage skirl-s.

a

in



parents were separated and

had been raised on reserves

had reached a grade three

school.
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their whereabouts unknown. He

and was reportedly abused. Ian

level of education in an oral

It was suspected that Ian suffered from fetal al_cohol

syndrome, characterized by an abnormal growth patternt in-
dented, droopy eyes; hyperactivity; poor coordination; a

short attention span; behavioral- problems; and possibly men-

tal def iciency. As we]l, Ian, himseJ_f , was an alcoholic,
who appeared to have litt1e control over his drinking pat-
terns.

Ian had an attendence problem. He consistentl_y fail_ed to
appear for appointments. As a result, he had a poor work

history and had been fired from numerous jobs. As wetl, Ian

had attended programs at Red River CoIlege and the Emp1oy-

ment Preparation center, but was dismissed from both pro-
grams due to his lack of commitment. He was currentJ-y unem-

ployed and receiving weLfare.

2.2.3.2 Intervention

The writer attempted to contract with ran to provide coun-

seling that focused on maintaining a job and working on his
al-cohol-ism probl-em. However, ran ref used to admit that he

had any probrems and bl-amed the loss of his previous jobs on

the empJ.oyers. He denied that he had a drinking probrem and

tended to avoid the issue by changing the subject.
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ran consistently missed appointments with the writer. He

woul-d carr at a later time to arrange another appointment

but often would not appear. when confronted with this be-

havior, he wourd apologize and say that it woul-dn,t happen

again. However, he would not keep his agreement.

As ran wanted herp finding a job, the writer contracted
with him that if he kept three appointments and provided

proof that he had appried for three jobs, she wourd become
more involved in assisting him. This was done to encourage
ran to accept responsibility for his behavior, which Glasser
(1965) contends is the key concept in reality therapy. How-

ever, he missed the next appointment and the intervention
did not reach that stage.

2.2.4 Pat

2.2.4.I Case Summary

Pat was a 23 year oJ-d unmarried hard-of-hearing woman. she

communicated using both voice and sign language. pat had

attained a grade 4-5 level of education at the Irianitoba
Schoo1 for the Deaf.

In October, I979, pat had an ilJ_igitimate
Iationship with another deaf man. At that
involved with Chitdrenrs Aid to relinquish
child. However, she changed her mind and

him. She \^¡as not currentJ_y involved with
though he continued to pay child support.

son, from a re-
time, Pat became

custody of the

decided to keep

the father aI-
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Pat dispJ-ayed numerous personar and emotionar problems.
she was extremely unreliable and had a tendency to miss ap-
pointments. This had resul-ted in her dismissaL from severaf
jobs. Pat was currently seeking emproyment at the time of
the writerrs invotvement. rt was questioned whether pat was

abl-e to provide a positiver supportive environment for the
growth of her son.

2.2.4.2 Intervention

The writer initially contracted with pat to assist her in
finding a job. rn doing sor pat requested the writer to ac-
company her to the canada EmpJ-oyment center. However, pat

did not appear to meet the writer.

Pat missed six appointments before

She identif ied her probl_em areas as

arranging day care for her son.

with Pat six times.

Four sessions \,üere spent

regarding appropriate work.

in securing employment, which

job market and her poor work h

she met with the writer.
1) needing a job, and 2)

fn totaÌ, the writer met

with Pat providing counseJ_ing

However, she was unsuccessful_

was partly due to the current
istory.

The writer referred pat

S.C.C.A. However, pat faiÌed
to an employment counsel_or

to show for the appointment.

at
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2.2.5 David

2.2.5.I Case Summary

David was a 42 year old profoundly deaf man. He had no

speech and communicated using the sEE method. David was of
average intelligence and had attained a grade f our l-evel- of

education (when compared to hearing norms ) at the saskatche-

wan School for the Deaf.

Davidrs parents were divorced about ten years ago. since

that time he had lived with his father. He had one sister,
who lived in winnipeg and one brother, who resided in car-
gary. His mother al-so l-ived in the city. she had regurar

contact with David and of ten prepared his meal-s for him or

cleaned his house. she did not know sign language and com-

municated to David by writing and sometimes speaking to him

as if he coul-d hear.

David had a lengthy history of psychiatric probrems and

had had three admissions to mental health facil-ities since

1968. However, his depression appeared to have stabilized
over the past five years. He had been working fairly stead-

ily at a manual raboring job for several years. Reports

from his employer indicated that he was a consistenL and re-
Iiab1e worker.

In December, 1981, David I s f ather passed a\,¿ay. Immedi-

atery foJ-lowing, David was readmitted to hospital, suffering
from acute depression. He was prescribed antidepressant me-



dication, which seemed to

discharged after one month.

BT

stabilize the depression and was

since this time, David had lost interest in all activi-
ties. He continued to live alone in his fatherts house,

which he inherited.

2.2.5.2 Àssessment

David was a man who had led a fairry lonery 1ife. He l-ived

with his father until his death tast winter. David was una-

bl-e to cope with this evenl and had been admitted twice to
mental health facilities with the diagnosis of depression.

It{indeI and Vernon ( 19 71 ) state that the f rustrat ions and

]onel-iness born of the isol-ation l-ead to cons iderabl-e de-

pression in deaf persons.

However, the writer did not consider David to be cl-ini-
cally depressed and preferred not to use this diagnosis.

rnstead, David possessed numerous misunderstandings and

l-acked much inf ormation. He felt guilty over his f ather's
death as he regretted the arguing they had done. David

possessed anxieties that were normal- for a person who had

lost a close family member. However, David considered these

feerings to be weird and abnormar. As . result, he worried

more, which increased his anxieties.

At times, David worked himself into a state where he was

severery agitated. He wourd express ideas such as "my heart
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and soul are upside down" and "my feelings are ting]-ing".
This was Davidrs v/ay of expressing his anxieties.

A complicating factor was that David's mother (Mrs. T),
who had littl-e contact with him until his f ather's death,

reentered the picture. At times, she treated David as if he

could hear and communicated to him by speaking, using ges-

tures, and writing. communication with her was not a satis-
fying experience for David.

It'lrs. T. possessed poor probrem-sorving skil-1s. she would

freguentfy exaggerate a situation into a crisis- producing

one. she wourd phone the writer and talk at rength, about

nothing, in particular.

Davidrs home situation was contributing to his feel-ings

of sadness. He was not working and sat at home al-r day with
littl-e stimuration and nobody to communicate with. rt was
possible that he \i\¡as content to play the "s ick ror_e,, as he
received aLot of attention.

He became somewhat of a recr_use and wour_d ser-dom r.eave
the house- He had not returned to his job which had re-
mained open to him. David spent most of his days watching
tel-evision. He reported a decrease in appetite and usuaJ_ry
went to his motherrs house for mears when he ate. David in-
dicated that he spent most of his time thinking about his
father and worrying about his anxieties and depression. His
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anxiety sometimes became so åcute Lhat he f eared that he \^¡as

experiencing a heart attack and r^/as going to die. David had

l-ittre insight into his problems. He continued to see a

mental health worker weekly to monitor his depression.

2.2.5 .3 GoaLs

rt was agreed that the goar of counseling would be to assist
David Lo become independent and in his words, ,'to be the

same as r was before". This is congruent with the overal_l-

goal of reality therapy which Glasser ( L965 ) states is ',to
herp the individual- achieve autonomy". This impries that
peopre are abl-e to accept responsibility for what they are

and what they want to become and to deveJ-op responsible and

realistic plans to fulfill their goa1s.

David was unabl-e to articulate more

change so the writer, after much probing,

identify f our areas. These vùere:

I. To organize his living situation
his lonel-iness and dependency on h

2. To stabilize his depression;

3. To all-eviate his anxiety attacks;
4. To resolve his f eel-ings regarding

specific goals for
helped him further

so as to minimize

is mother;

and

his fatherrs death.

2.2.5.4 Intervention with David

Davidrs case was referred to !h" writer in l-ate January,

shortry after he had been discharged from the hospital-. The
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previous worker sent a letter requesting him to come to the
office in order to meet the writer. However, David did not

appear.

The worker and the writer then went to Davidrs house to
speak with him. David was at home and the writer was intro-
duced to him. At that time, he appeared depressed and un-

happyr âDd communication with him using sign J_anguage was

sl-ow. David agreed to come to the of f ice for an appoint-
ment. However, again, he did not show up.

For the second time, the worker and the writer went to
Davidrs home. However, he was not there so a note was left
with another appointment time. David did not appear for
this appointment, either

Finally, the writer visited David,s home alone. she

found him to be in an extremeJ-y agitated state and as ex-
pressing such thoughts as "my heart and my soul are upside

do\¿n" and "*y f eel-ings are tingJ-ing ". The writer interpret-
ed these remarks as Davidts way of e,xpressing his anxieties.
David's mother \,ùas present but she r^¡as distressed and did
not know how to handl-e the situation.

The writer spent this time exproring the situation with
both David and his mother. David was very insistent that
onJ-y "shock treatment" could heJ-p him and wanted to return
to the hospital-. At David's reguest, the writer accompanied
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interpreter. The

David was suffering

The writer felt

David began to see

ing to accept him.

contract with David
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to the Emergency Department and acted as

doctor did not admit him as he felt that

an anxiety attack.

that this incident was a turning point.

her as a supportive person who was wil-l-
At this point, the writer was able to

to see her on a weekly basis.

The next several- sessions focused on developing a rela-
tionship with David and further engaging him into treatment.

On three occasions, the writer accompanied David and his
mother to his weekly appointments with his mental- health

worker and acted, not as an interpreter, but as his social
worker, who could provide valuable feedback on his progress.

The writer al-so heJ-ped to facilitate communication between

David and the mental heal-th worker.

In the initial- sessions with David, one of the main tasks

of the writer was to provide support and reassurance that
his feel-ings of anxiety were normal for a person who had ex-

perienced the loss of a family member. He often appeared

genuinely surprised to hear that other people also had anxi-

eties. Consistent with reality therapy, one of the rol-es

undertaken by the writer was that of a teacher, to educate

David regarding his numerous misconceptions (ie. that this
descriptions of his heart and soul turning upside down was

his way of expJ-aining his anxieties ).
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rt was the writer's impression that David's riving situa-
tion was contributing to his feelings of unhappiness. He

was living alone, '.had nobody to communicate with and spent

most of his time watching television and dweLring on his
problems. David had been presented with the idea of moving

into the Kiwanis Center of the Deaf (K.C.D. ) several months

prior but had not yet made a decision.

The Kiwanis center of the Deaf is a murti-purpose facili-
ty for the deaf, hearing impairedr rrìultipJ-e-handicapped, and

senior citizens. rts main purpose is to provide a place of
comfort and residence for the deaf/hearing impaired and to
provide for the deaf community a center that may be used for
meetingsr L€ligious services, recreation and theatre.

The writer helped David to further exprore this al-terna-

tive. She arranged f or him to visit K.C.D. for a day. Fol_-

lowing this, David stirl- coutd not make a decision so he was

encouraged to move in for a one month tria1. These techni-
ques are congruent with those used in reality therapyr âS

"the therapist shoul-d heJ-p the crient to formutate specific
plans for action, set definite Limits and structure the

therapy situation" (Corey, I977).

2.2.5.5 Intervention with Mrs . T.

The writer arso deart extensively with Mrs. T, who up until
Davidrs father died, had been totally uninvolved with him.
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Mrs. T. appeared to feel guilty about her previous lack of
invol-vement and as a resuJ-t, had become overinvol_ved with
him. she did not know sign J-anguage and communicated with
him by writing and speaking to him as if he could hear. The

writer wondered if lfrs. T. had ever resorved her feel-ings

around his deafness. MÍndeÌ and Vernon (I97I) maintain that
grief, anger and helpressness¡ stimulated by the discovery
of deafness, seldom disappear in any parent.

l{rs. T. wourd sabotage the treatment prans in subtre
ways. overtry, she woul-d agree with the writer that David

needed to improve his social adjustment by moving into
K.c.D. where he could communicate with other deaf peopl_e.

Ho\^/ever, Mrs.T. would then state that she didnrt want to
push David out of his home and that she could care for him.

She consistently gave David "doubl_e messages".

Four sessions invorving llrs. T. and David took p1ace.

The purpose \4ras to explore her feelings regarding Davidrs

mentaÌ hearth prob]-ems and his future prans. Mrs. T. re-
quired a great dear of support and reassurance that she was

not negrecting her responsibil-ities as a parent and that Da-

vid would probabJ-y be happier if he \¡/ere living in a resi-
dential situation where he coul-ci communicate with other deaf

peopre. After severar months of ongoing involvement with
Mrs. T., she began to be more supportive of Davidts future
plans and the subsequent move to K.C.D.
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2.2.5.6 Evaluation

Evaluation of Davidrs progress, as with arr the clients, was

conducted using goar attainment scaring as described in
chapter r. The overarr goar that David identified was to

"be as healthy as r was before". The writer herped him to
further divide this into concrete goals that coul-d easily be

measured (see Appendix A).

Thus, four goal-s $/ere identified:
1. To stabil-ize his depression (Scale 1);

2. To improve his social adjustment (Scal_e 2) ¡

3. To alleviate his anxiety attacks (Scale 3);
' 4. To resolve his feelings regarding his father'!s death

(Scal-e 4) .

These goals were estabrished in early February and evalu-
ated in mid-June, prior to the termination of the practicum.

A set of weights for the goal-s was specified, which refrect-
ed the writerrs appraisal of the relative value of each goal

as an indicator of successful- treatment. scal-e l- was con-

sidered to be a priority as it was the problem area that was

interf ering most with his functioning. However, al-r of the
problem areas v¿ere interreLated and an improvement in on

woul-d most likely have an effect on the others. Thus, scale
I was administered a weight of 50, scal-e 2 and 3 both re-
ceived a weight of 40, and scaLe 4 was given a \deight of 30.
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David attained "more than expected success" on scaLe I
(depression). At the time of evaluation, his mood had sta-
bilized, he had accepted that he must take medications regu-
J-arry and was doing so. He continued to be monitored by the
mental- health worker every two weeks.

on scale 2 (social adjustment), David reached the ',most

favorable outcome thought rikely',. He had moved into
K.c.D., had passed the one-month trial period, and wanted to
stay. rn late-lrlay, David requested the writer to contact
his previous emproyer regarding his return to work. He sub-
sequently started work in early-June but continued to ex-
press some anxieties. His mother $¡as artowing him more in-
dependence and rareJ-y cal-l-ed the writer to ventitate her
feelings. David was social-izing with other deaf people at
K'.C.D. and making new friends.

Davidrs anxiety attacks (sia1e 3) had stopped. He occa_

sionally had worries that he wanted to discuss with the
writer but was easily reassured and did not arlow them to
affect his functioning. David achieved "more than expected

success" on this scal-e.

rn regards to scal-e 4 (grieving process )r David had re-
sol-ved most of his feel-ings around his father's death but
continued to think about him, ât times. Hence, he reached

the "expe cted l-eve I of success " .
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rn concl-usion, the writer was satisfied with the progress

that David made. He viewed her as a person who had helped

him to organize his rife and thus, become more independent.

However, as no control- group \{as used, it cannot be conclud-
ed that he improved as a resurt of the writerts interven-
tion, but rather, that changes occurred during it.. The

writer anticipates that David will continue to experience

flucuations in his level of functioning.

2 .2 .6 Kel-1i

2.2.6.I Case Summary

Kerli was a 24 year ord unmarried femal-e who had an exten-
sive history of emotional- and behavioral- prob]_ems. Kerti
was born with congenital- anomal-ies secondary to maternal ru-
berla. consequently, she had poor vision resuLting from a

cateract and a moderate to severe bil-ateral_ hearing ross.
she communicated using both speech and sign language. Kelli
had been a patient in the Selkirk l,lentaf HeaIth Center since

August, .l-974. she was originalJ-y admitted as her parents
couLd not deal- with her behavioral and emotional probrems

and there were no other resources available.

Kelli was the ol_dest child of four children. As a

her famil-y moved around numerous times to rive in dif
communities throughout flanitoba and saskatchewan.

chiId,

fe rent
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Reports on file indicated that Kerl-i came from an unsup-
portive, unhealthy famiry situation. Kelri's parents di-
vorced many years ago and she had a poor relationship with
her mother. she occasionatly visited her moLher from the
Selkirk hospital.

Kelli attended the saskatchewan schoor for the Deaf dur-
ing grades one, two, and three. As her famiry moved to l{an-

itoba, she then transferred to the Irlanitoba school for the
Deaf to attend grade four. During her school years, Kerri
presented major management probJ_ems. Although she had also
received tutoring since then, she functioned at about a

grade three leve l_ .

overarJ-, reports f rom sel-kirk indicated that KerL i 's be-
havior f l-ucuated. she woul-d go for J-ong periods without an

aggressive outburst. However, these periods still occurred
during which time she was praced into seclusion. As a re-
suLt of these viol-ent episodes and the fact that no appro-
priate resources existed in the community, the selkirk staff
had no plans f or Kel-l_i 's discharge.

In fact, her treatment plans consisted
ages of medications to control_ her aggress

occupational therapy I/2 hour daiIy, and (

on the hospital ward.

of (l) heavy dos-

ive behavior, (2)

3) janitoriaL work
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2.2.6.2 Àssessment

Since an early âg€r Kelli was raised in a competitive, ât

times, hostile, rejecting environment. Conseguently, Kelli
developed deep-seated feel-ings of insecurity and inferiority
with a poor self-image and a ]ow. frustration torerance. Her

consequent attempts at adjustment had been characterízed by

an attention-seeking, freguently hostile, and at times, im-

pulsive, aggressive behavior.

Kelli was inappropriately admitted to Sel_kirk eight years

ago. she had never presented any symptoms of mentaL il-rness

and was prescribed heavy dosages of medication sotery to
contror her acting- out behaviors. Because no discharge

plans were formulated, it did not provide any incentive for
Kelli to improve her behavior to leave hospital. She per-

ceived hersel-f as a "mental- patient" \n/ho had no sel-f-worth

and no future outside of the hospital.

In the Selkirk l,{ental Health Center, Kelli's days lüere

not firred with rewarding activities. she attended occupa-

tionaL therapy for r/2 hour daiJ-y, participated in recrea-

tional- activities and was permitted to do some ward work.

Ke1li did not consider this to be meaningful work, which re-
inforced her feeJ-ings of l-ow seÌf-esteem.

A further difficuÌty was that of communication. Arthough

Kerli had some speech and frequently used that method to
communicate, her speech was difficul-t to understand. Howev-
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êt¡ as there were no staff who knew sign languag€r Kelli
communicated to them mostry by writing and using her minimal_

speech. These means were inadequate and often resulted in
frustration and behavioral outbursts.

2.2.6.3 Goal-s

The ultimate goal for Kelli was discharge. However, this
\,vas a sensitive issue, due to the length of time that she

had been a patient at selkirk. rdeally, this woul-d invol_ve

two separate, but interrelated prans, over a period of sev-

eral- years.

1. Ful-]-time attendence at a community-based work train-
ing or activity program for at least a six month

period demonstrating positive work performance.

2. rntegration into a community-based mental health res-
idence. This woul-d mean that this residence wourd be

invorved intensively with Kelli in assisting her to
integrate back into the community.

As the writer had no control- over the hospitar activi-
ties, she \^¡as thus unabre to promise KeÌri to help her

achieve the above goars. Therefore, short-term goars were

estabrished that courd be connected to the intervention.
Hence, the major goal- of counsering was to provide an outret
for Kelli to express her feel-ings and to teach her more ap-

propriate \,rays of dearing with her anger. rt was hoped that
Kelli wourd perceive an improvement in her behavior as a po-
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sitive step toward developing a "success identity" as op-

posed to the "faiLure identity" that she had acquired.

2.2.6.4 Intervention
Due to the short-term nature of the practicum, it was decid-

ed to work with KelLi on a co-therapy basis. Thus, her re-
habilitation worker continued to be involved. rn mid-March,

the rehabilitation worker and the writer met with the at-
tending psychiatrist and social worker at selkirk to discuss

whether future pl-ans had been estabrished for Kerli. The

staff appeared to be resigned to the fact that Kel-ri was a

J-ong-term patient and did not forsee any future pJ-ans for
discharge.

The worker and the writer then met with Kerri to discuss

potentiar invol-vement. rt was presented to Kelri that coun-

seling sessions courd occur every 2 weeks where she coul-d

discuss any problems or concerns. Kel-li \^¡as amenabl-e to the

idea 1"u stated that her goal \,vas to improve her behavior so

that she could l-eave the hospitat. rn totat, Kerti was seen

six times, with each session lasting approximatery 2 hours.

The first session was spent exploring Kel-1i's future
pJ-ans and the rol-e of the counselors. Kel-ri was given the

homework assignment of preparing a list of her goats in re-
Lation to future work and living arrangements.
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During the second appointment, Kelli explained in detail
the goals that she had l-isted. A probrem-solving approach
\^ras used to herp Kel-ri further def ine the goa]s and to con-
sider the steps that needed to be undertaken to achieve
them. Reality therapy assists people in defining and crari-
fying their life goals (G1asser, 1965). As Kelli's signs
and f ingerspeJ-1ing r¡¡ere of ten dif f icul_t to read, several
role-pJ-ays q/ere used to f urther express herself and/or c]ar-
ify the situation.

At the third session, it was revealed by Ketri that she
had lost her job of creaning the fr.oors on the ward. Ac-
cording to Kerri, this lvas precipitated by an argument she
hacl with a nurse. As this was being discussed, Kelli pro_
i':ded the information that an argument with her boyfriend
i''¡d led to the fight with the nurse. The session focused on
r'¿ays that Ker-1i cour-d dear_ with her negative feerings and
how she cour-d improve her behavior to regain her job. A
probJ-em-soJ-ving approach was ar.so used to involve Ker_Ii in
understanding the connection between her behavior and the
resuJ_ting conseguences.

list al_ternate methods of

She was then asked to identify and

dealing with her anger.

The writer and worker arrived one hour late for the
fourth session but had reft a message with the staff to in_
form Ke'Ii. Kerr-i was extremeJ.y angry as she had been wait_
ing patientJ-y. SubsequentJ_y, the session focused on more
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appropriate ways to deal with her anger and other negative

feelings. The writer and worker together did a role-play to

demonstrate alternate \,vays of achieving this. Kel-Ii was

then reguested to imitate the role-pIay.

In the fifth session, Kelli was sullen and angry and ref-
used to communicate. When this \^ras explored, Kelli reveal-ed

that she wanted the writer and worker to visit her weekJ-y.

This led to a confrontation where Kelli was told to start
accepting responsibility for her behavior and to start ex-

pressing her feelings instead of becoming angry and uncommu-

nicative. Glasser (1965) uses this technique, which he

call-s "verbal shock therapy" to confront the cl-ient with his

or her unrealistic behavior.

Prior to the sixth session, the writer and the rehabili-
tation worker met with the Selkirk social worker to discuss

possibl-e f uture pJ-ans. It was agreed that with the rehabil--

itation worker I s involvement, discharge pJ-ans coul-d be f or-
mulated and implemented. A future meeting with the attend-

ing psychiatrist was planned to further discuss this.

During the sixth session, the focus continued to be on

helping Kelli to identify alternate ways of dealing with her

feelings. She was requested to become involved in an exer-

cise where she woul-d specify whether certain events elicited
positive or negative feeLings. For example, she was asked

how she felt when her father promised to visit her and
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failed to appear. converseJ-y, she was asked how she felt
when he kept his promise and did show up. The purpose of

this exercise \^ras to demonstrate that she reacts with dif-
ferent emotions, depending on the situation.

In th is session, Kel-l-i was asked to cons ider goals f or

subsequent counseJ.ing sessions, which the rehabilitation
worker woul-d be involved in conducting.

2.2.6.5 Evaluation

As discussed under the previous subheading Goals, Kel-l-its

probl-em areas and subsequent goats \^¡ere divided into rong-

term and short-term categories (Appendix B). As the }ong-

term goals were not connected to the intervention or practi-
cum, the results of these will- not be examined.

In retrospect, the goal- of counseling was to provide an

outret for Kell-i to express her f eel-ings and to rearn more

appropriate ways of deal-ing with her anger. This was fur-
ther divided into the quantif iabl_e goals of :

l. rnvorvement in ongoing counsering sessions and an in-
crease in her participation (scale l); and

2. IIo aggressive outbursts indicating an improvement in
her behavior ( scaLe 2) .

rt was assumed that the attainment of these goars would

l-ead to a movement towards the ultimate goa] - discharge.

These goals were estabÌished in mid-lrlarch and evaluated in
mid-June.
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scale I was ass igned a h igher we ight of 40 as it was f el-t

that it was most important for Kelli to perceive some varue

in the sessions and to make a commitment before significant
changes would be made. scale 2 received a weight. of 30.

scale 3 and 4 were considered to be long-term goars and were

assigned lower values.

on scare J. (counseì-ing sessions ), Kelri attained "more

than expected success". Af ter f ive sessions, she r^/as start-
ing to express her feelings with minimar prompting and was

beginning to connect her feerings and thoughts to her behav-

ior. she al-so saw val-ue in the intervention in that she

waited eagerJ-y for each session and had requested weekly in-
vofvement. she was beginning to understand the rol-e of the

writer and rehabilitation worker.

scale 2 (behavior) hTas difficult to eval-uate due to the

lack of inf ormation rece ived on her daiJ-y behavior. The

writer and worker had to depend on Kerli t s accounts of her

behavior, vJhich were not always reriabÌe. However, to the

besL of the writerrs knowl-edge, Kel-Ii's behavior did not

signif icantly improve. She continued to have aggressive

outbursts and as a resurtr had remained on the l-ocked unit.
She ma intained " the expected Level_ of success', .

rn concrusion, Kelli made onJ-y minimal- gains during the

course of the practicum, which for her, were very signifi-
cant. This had been expected due to the length of time that
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fn spite of this, however,

there was a glimmer of hope that with l-ong-term intervention
and a comprehensive, consistent master pJ_an, KeJ_li coul_d

l-earn to accept responsibility for the consequences of her

behavior, face reality, and fulfill her own needs, without

harming hersel-f or others.

Consequently, the rehabilitation worker and the writer
developed such a master plan to present to the staff at the

Selkirk ltfental- Heal-th Center in an ef fort to move Kel_Ii to-
wards reintegration into the community. The worker intended

to remain involved to monitor the plan, with serkirk's sup-

port, after the practicum ended.

2 .2 .7 CIa ire

2.2.7 .I Case Summary

claire was a 25 year old profoundly deaf woman. she was the

fifth of seven chirdren, none of whom have hearing losses.

cl-aire attended the Manitoba school- for the Deaf until- age

20 but had only attained a grade ùt.u level of education,

when compared to regular hearing schools. psychological

testing indicated that she functioned in the duI1 normar

range of inteJ-Iengence.

claire had arways demonstrated poor coping skirrs which

seemed to create a series of crises in her life. vlithin a

five month period, she had experienced two abortions.
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CLaire was known to select friends who were troubl-e mak-

ers and a bad inf l-uence on her. She \^ras easily led and had

little insight into her difficul-ties. At the time of her

engagement with the writer, she had been fired from her job

as she was experiencing confl-icts with her employer. She

was col-Iecting welfare but was seeking employment. She had

a poor work history as she had freguently been invoLved in

interpersonal- conflicts with her bosses, usually leading to

dismissal.

2.2.7 .2 Assessment

CIaire demonstrated poor frustration tolerance and coping

skill-s. She easily became upset when she could not handle

the situation. Claire had Iittle life experience and had

a.ttained a l-ow l-evel of education. ConseguentJ-y, she misun-

derstood much information, which sometimes led to anger and

aggressive behavior. She al-so experienced difficul-ties in

developing positive relationships with others.

CIaire had no future pJ-ans and sa\^/ nothing positive in

her future. She possessed fittle abitity to organize her-

se1f.

2.2.7 .3 Goal-s

Claire identified her goals as (1)

finding an apartment. The writer
goals of:

obtaining a job and (2)

further established the
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for appointments with the writer1.

2.

regular

and;

the abil

at tenda nce

ity to solve future crises.

2 .2 .7 .4 Intervent ion

Claire was seen for a totaÌ of ten sessions
five more appointments. The purpose of the
sions was to get to know Claire and to gather
her probl_em areas. I nit ial J-y , Cla ire had a

understanding the writer's rol_er so it was

she would receive help with the problem areas
tified.

and she ¡nissed

first two ses-

information on

difficult time

explained that
that she iden-

The next two sessions lvere spent counseling craire in the
office about types of jobs that she was interested in.
cl-aire would buy a newspaper which was caref urJ_y scruti-
nized. The writer helped her to organize a pJ_an to proceed
with. rt appeared to be difficuLt for c]aire to discuss ab_
stract ideas such as the proper procedures of seeking work.
rnstead, she responded welÌ to writing her plans on paper,
role-pJ-aying and actuarJ-y f irring out job apprications.
This technique v/as used to herp cr-aire accept personar re-
sponsibiJ-ity for solving her problems and to l-earn better
ways of doing this.

CIaire did not appear for
the writer wenL to her home.

the next two appointments so

As the writer did not feel
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that any progress was being made in the office she decided

to change the setting of the counseJ-ing. Therefore, from

this point onward, the writer assisted CIaire in developing

a plan to search for both a place to live and a job. The

writer wouLd accompany CIaire to the various places she

wished to apply and provided counseling, when appropriate.

A second technigue used in counseling was education.

Claire Lacked a lot of basic information such as how to fill

out an application form properly and she was not familiar

with many English words. For exampler "previous empJ-oyment

history" had to be expJ-ained as meaning "past work". She

required a great deal of assistance in changing her ASL into

proper English. Consistent with reaJ-ity therapy, therapy

becomes a special kind of education where definite plans are

made (G1asser, I965).

A third technique employed was that the writer served as

a role model-. For exampfe, she would demonstrate to Claire

the appropriate \,¡ay to approach a person to request a job

application. CIaire would then be requested to imitate the

behavior or to role-play the identical- situation.

Last1y, contracting was al-so used. The writer requested

Cl-aire to independentJ-y conduct a job search and look for an

apartment between appointments and to report on her activi-

ties. Six f uJ-J--day sessions were hel-d with Cl-aire simil-ar

to what has been described above
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Two goals were identified by CLaire (see Appendix C).
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These

were:

1.

1.

2.

locating an apartment (sca1e 2)¡ and

2. securing full-time employment (scaIe 4).

The writer further identified the goals of:

regular attendance at counseling sessions (scale I);
improved ability to deaÌ with future crises (scale

3).

Scale J- (attendance) was administered the highest weight

of 50 as it was felt that attendance was important in order

to engage Claire into treatment. On this sca1e , Claire

reached the category of "more than expected success". Ini-
tia1ly, she had missed numerous appointments but towards the

'c'on'eÌ.usion of the practicumr wâs attending regularly. She

woul-d occasionally have her l-andl-ord phone in advance to

cancel and wouLd reschedule for another time.

Scale 2 (apartment search) was given the weight of 40 as

it was critical that she find a place to l-ive. Claire inde-

pendently found a place to live with Ìittle assistance from

the student. Thus, she attained the "most favorabl-e outcome

thought Iikefy". However, three months l-aterr'her landlord

decided to sel-l- the house and she was again faced with the

task of searching for another place to live.
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Scale 3 (crises ) was the next priority with a v¡eight of

30 as it was the writerrs opinion that the crises in
Clairers l-ife affected other activities such as maintaining
jobs . s cal-e 3 coul-d not be eval-uated. During the student rs

invol-vement, there $rere no crisis situations (other than

looking for another prace to l-ive) that were brought to her

attention. However, claire gave no indication that she

wanted to change her lifestyl-e so it was probably a matter

of time before one occurred.

Scal-e 4 (job search) was given the weight of 40 as it was

felt that claire needed to deat with her other problems be-

fore she wourd be abre to sustain a job. on this scare,

claire met the criteria for "l-ess than expected success".

she wourd activeJ-y search for work with the student I s assis-
-ouâDCê but did not look between sessions. This probabry in-
dicated her rack of motivation to change her lifestyle as

she was content to col-l-ect wel-f are. rn addition, the combi-

nation of hearing impairment, lack of training, poor work

history, and the current job market made it difficur-t for
her to secure a suitable job.

rn conc]-usion, craire made l-ittl-e progress. she was un-

motivated to change her l-ifestyJ-e. she ref used to accept

responsibiJ-ity for her behavior and fail-ed to f ol-l-ow-through

on making any changes.
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2.3 COI.ÍMENTS A}ID CONCLUSIONS

The clients discussed in this chapter represented a continu-

um of cases. They were not a homogenous group and could be

conceptuaÌized as farJ-ing into three distinct, yet not mutu-

ally excl-usive categories.

In the first category, Paul, Ian, and Dawn demonstrated

varying degrees of J-anguage deficits which contributed to
communication dif f icul-ties and mental- heal-th problems. sub-

sequently, deveJ-opmental- delays were al_so present. Direct
counseJ-Íng \^ras not possibl_e with this group. Instead,

structured programs were more effective. The writer was in-
vol-ved in working with the larger social- service system in
connecting them to approprite resources.

In the second category, David and paul presented more

classical- types of mentar ill-nesses, resuLting f rom lack of

education and stimuration and made worse by the l-oss of a

family member. They required a supportive, education-based

counseling approach that assisted them in achieving a higher

Ievel- of independence.

KeJ.J-i, cLaire and Pat fel-l- into a third category charac-

terized by behavior probrems and personality disorders.
They experienced communication problems with hearing peopre

and poor frustration tol-erance which often resulted in emo-

tional- and/or behavioral- outbursts. These crients responded

to a task-oriented treatment approach that encouraged them



to learn better ways of dealing

ger.

t06

with their problems and an-

The practicum represented a continuum of cases, ranging

from language deficits and communication problems to more

common psychiatric disorders. As a resul-t, these clients
required different treatment approaches to deal- with their
diverse problems and needs. Several- individuals needed ba-

sic education and J-anguage training while others benefitted
from a task-oriented casework approach.

In al-l of the cases, the writer was struck by the l_ack of

education and knowledge that the cl-ients possessed. They

were also sel-f-centered and had little a\^rareness of the

J-arger society. This had imptications for determining the

goals and intervention to be used.

The writer would l-ike to emphasize that these cl-ients are

not reflective of the general deaf population. In fact,

most deaf persons are well-adjusted, sel-f-sufficient human

beings who contribute to the Deaf community and the J-arger

society.

rt is the writerrs opinion that the hearing-irnpaired

cl-ients she worked withr âs wetr as others, could benefit
from long-term intervention, simirar to what was provided in
this practicum. There is a definite need for mental- health
services for hearing-impaired persons. At the present time,
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me ntal-

health professional-s to work with deaf persons. Training
can take two directions: the first invoÌves teaching compe-

tent mental- hearth professionals about the special devetop-

mentar and psychosocial aspects of deafness and the requi-
site s ign J-anguage skil-1s. The second approach is to teach
people with knowJ-edge of and experience with deafness the

principles and practices of the mentaL health field. onry

when this happens, will- mental heatth services for the deaf

be establ-ished.



Chapter III
CONCLUSIONS

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part wirt
describe some of the common .issues that arose in al-l of the
clients. The second part of the chapter wil_l discuss the
practicum in its entirety and the areas in which the writer
l-earned skil-Is and gained knowJ_edge.

ISSUES THAT AROSE WHEN COUNSELING WTTH DEAF PERSONS3.1

The

cult

chal

writer found counseling with deaf persons to
yet stimulating work. Several issues that

ì-enges f or the writer cons istently arose.

be diffi-

presented

The first issue was that of communication. rt is consis-
tentry stated by professionals in the field of deafness that
communication is a serious problem which creates barriers to
social interaction and to adequate social-ization (Evans,

1975). The writer was faced with the task of improving her
communication skilLs as she had not used then for a period
of time. As well-r âs the writer had moved from another
province, it became cl-ear that regional sign variations ex-
isted. Thus, it q¡as necessary to discard some signs and

Learn some new ones.

108
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Many of the clients also used different signs and the

writer had to learn to use signs that each cl-ient was fami-
l-ar with. some cÌients had good communication skilrs whire

others had ]ow verbal skills. The writer hàd to adjust her

level of communication accordingfy. With several clients,
it was helpful to use visual aids, such as writing, to fa-
cilitate communication.

During the initiar sessions, untiJ- the writer became fa-
mil-iar with each cl-ient's method and l-ever of communicatioñ,

there was a need for constant crarification as misunder-

standings often arose. However, as counseling progressed,

the need for clarification Iessened and communication im-
proved.

A further point was that

hearing-impaired persons to

times. As the writer was

native one, it reguired a

energy.

the wríter found counseLing with
be an exhausting experience, at
using a J-anguage other than her

great deal- of concentration and

The second issue h/as that al-r of the crients consistentry
missed appointments. This made it extremeJ-y dif f icul_t to
devel-op a relationship with them and to engage them in
treatment. one crient missed six appointments before she

appeared to meet the writer. Four clients would sporadical_-

J-y not appear for appointments without contacting the writer
to inform her. None of the ctients owned terephone devices
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for the deaf. Therefore, the writer !{as unabre to contact
them. on severar occasions, a trip was made to the client's
homes to arrange for another appointrnent but frequentry, no-

body was home.

The writer interpreted the fail-ure to appear for appoint-
ments as indicating firstfy, that the cl_ients lacked respon-

sibility and secondly, that they did not perceive her poten-

tial invol-vement as meaningf ul. Theref ore, the rol_e of the

writer and the varue of the intervention had to be demon-

strated to them. For example, instead of making office ap-
pointments, the writer made arrangements to see them in
their home t or to accompany them to job intervie\^¡s, doctorrs
appointments, etc. Foltowing the change in counseling set-
ting, there appeared to be some improvements. The cl_ients

appeared more rel-axed and woul-d discl-ose more information.
rt became easier to engage them into treatment and they be-
gan to accept the student's rol-e.

one method of dearing with deaf cl_ients who consistentJ_y

miss appointments is to (l) establ-ish mutual_ goaIs . (2) con-

tract to ensure that both parties understand each other's
rol-e and expectationsi and (3) develop a task-oriented
treatment pran that reguires the client to follow through

with certain tasks.

An attempt was also

Lhat he/she identified,
made to intervene in the problems

rather than what significant others
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or the file stated. For example, it was common knowredge

that several- clients had personar/emotional_ problems. How-

ever, the cl-ients often identified the problem as needing a

job and did not understand how their past behavior was con-

nected to their dismissal-s from jobs. The writer woul-d use

the cl-ientrs goaì- of "getting a job,' to intervene and coun-

sel in other areas (ie. emotional- problems).

A third issue that the writer encountered was that of de-
pendency versus independency. Alr of the crients at one

time or another attempted to get the writer to perform ac-
tivities for them that they courd have done themsel_ves. The

writer encouraged the clients to accept responsibility for
their behavior by giving them tasks that gradual_ly increased
their leveÌ of responsibility. The pl-ace on the continuum

where each individual- cl-ient fell determined the type of in-
tervention, l-evel- of responsibiJ-ity and urtimaLeJ_y,

amount of independence expected.

These three issues presented many charJ_enges to the writ-
er throughout the practicum and wiJ.J_ present simil-ar chal--
Ìenges to any professional- working with hearing-impaired
persons.

the
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3.1.I Basic Qualities of the Therapist

Successful counseling with deaf person requires the social

worker to possess a number of unique qualities. Firstly,
the therapist needs to have a comprehensive knowledge base

of the vast field of deafness. He/she should be aware of

the different types of hearing loss, how each client relates

to the deaf subculture, his/her Ievel- of communication

skiIls, family factors, etc. In addition, the therapist
should be skilled in the use of ASL.

Secondly, the therapist should possess skil_l_s in develop-

ing and utilizing a theoretical- framework to guide his/her
clients towards effective changes. This involves contract-
ing with the clientr êstablishing goaJ-s and implementing a

pJ-an to ach ieve them. The cl-ients shoul-d be act ive part ici-
pants in the,counseling process. The therapist should also

be flexibÌe in implementing treatment plans to meet the div-
erse needs of all the cl-ients.

Thirdly, certain personaÌ attributes are vital. The

counselor should be able to reLate to deaf persons as indi-
viduals who are attempting to maintain their independence

despite the numerous obstacles that are encountered. One

should be able to see, an individual-, first, and deafness,

second

The counselor should be abl-e to treat his or her cLients

with respect and work with them to achieve greater autonomy.
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3.2 CONCLUSTOÌ¡S OF THE PRACTICU}I

There is no doubt that the objectives of the practicum were

met. Firstfy, the writer developed specialized expertise in
counseling deaf adults who were experiencing mental_ health
problems. The vast amount of literature that was reviewed

throughout the year heì-ped the writer to broaden her knowl_-

edge of the comprehensive f iel-d of deafness. she was abl_e

to integrate her previous experience in the mentar heal-th

field with her newly acquired knowledge of deafness. spe-

cificaJ-ly' the writer's knowledge of mentaÌ illness, medica-

tions and how to deal with the mental- health system contrib-
uted to her ability to work effectivery with her clients.

However, the writer was a\4rare that the area of deafness

is a difficul-t and sensitive one, and that acquiring ne\d

knowredge and skil-rs is an ongoing process, to be extended

past the experience of a practicum.

secondJ-y, the writer I s counsering and practice skirls
were further improved. she was able to experiment with var-
ious techniques advocated by reality therapy such as role-
playing, contracts, rimit-setting and visual- aids. The use

of video-tape provided the writer with important feedback

regarding her counseling skil_ls.

The use of rearity therapy with deaf persons was a usefur
interventive tool. rt provided a framework for Lhe writer
to engage the clients in goal-directed, task-oriented coun-



seling and thus, move them towards improved

and greater independence.

1r4

social skills

Finally, the writer's ability to evaluate the effective-
ness of the intervention was further developed. Using goal

attainment scaling jointly with the client, when feasible,
helped both the client and writer to determine whether the

goals \,{ere being met or whether revisions needed to be made.

In refl-ecting upon the total practicum experience, the

writer would l-ike to identify some of the difficul-ties en-

countered in entering the fiel-d of deafness. The extent of

the knowledge and the number of involved disciplines in the

area ( ie. audiologists, teachers, psychologists, social

workers, etc.) complicated the process of acquiring all of

the necessary information.

As welJ-, it takes considerable time to develop a rela-
tionship with the clients and with other deaf people who are

invoLved in the deaf community. As a student, who was or-
ganiz ing a time-Iimited practicum, the deaf cl-ientel-e were

unaware of who she was or what her role consisted of. As a

result, they were possibJ-y, slightly mistrustfut and appre-

hens ive.

To alleviaLe some of these difficul-ties, in future stu-
dent practicums, the writer would recommend:
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that any student be assigned to an individual worker

for participation in co-therapy. This woul_d all_evi-

ate problems in engaging the clientrestablishing a

rol-e for the student and referring them on, following
the termination of the practicum. As well, both the

student and the worker coul_d ga in
knowledge from one another.

new skills and

2. that a student paiticipate in a comprehensive orien-
tation that involves acguiring both theoretical and

technical information concerning deafness.

overall, it must be concruded that the objectives of the

practicum \¡/ere attained. The knowredge and skills acguired

throughout the year have advanced both the writer's profes-

sional and personar growth and have furthered her ability to
contribute to the f ield of social_ work.



Appendix A

GOAL ATTATNIUENT SCALING - DAVID

LEUETS tlF
PBEIlICTED

SGALE HEADIITGS AIID SGATE WEIGHTS

ATTAIilMEilTS
SCALE l: so

DEPRESSION

SGALE 2: 40
SOCIAL
ÀN TTTqTMENT

SCALE 3¡ 40

ANXIETY

SGALE 4: 30
GRIEVING
PROCESS

}IOST
UNFAVORABLE
ouTcOIíE
THOUGHT LIKELY

Readmitted to
Hospital with
Acute
Depression

Stays at home
refuses to
leave house,
complains of
lonliness,
refuses to go
to r¡ork.

Continues to
have anxiety
attacks.

Contínues to
feel guilty
and depressed
over father I s
death.

LESS THAN
EXPECTED
SUCCESS

Depression
fluctuates,
requires men-
tal health
involvemenÈ
on and off.

Mother visíts
him everyday.
Remains
dependent on
her.

EXPECTED
LEVEL OF
SUCCESS

Mood stabili-
zes, Èakes
uedicat.ions
and sees
doctor weekly

Goes out
occasionally,
sometimes
lonely.

Occasionally
becomes
anxious

SomeËimes
thínks about
his fatherr s
death but
does not *
become overly
anxious.

MORE TIIAN
Ð(PECTED
St.]CCESS

Mood stablli-
zes, sees
MenÈal Health
I,lorker, every
tr+o weeks
takes I *
medications.

Occasionally
worries but
does not
become
anxious.

I'IOST

FAVORABLE
OUTCO¡fE

THOUGHT

LIT.ELY

No depression
no need for
medications
and mental
health.
involvement.

Returns to *
work daíly,
lives wiEh
oÈher people
mother allows
independence.

No sign of
anxiety
attacks.

AccepÈs his
father I s
deaËh and
does not
dwell on it.
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Appendix B

GOAL ATTAIN¡1ENT SCALING KELLI

tEUEtS flF
PREDIGTED

SGALE HEAII¡IIGS AIID SGATE WEIGHTS

ATTAIHMEIITS S0ALE l' 40
COUNSELLTNG
SESSIONS

SGALE 2' 3o

BEHAVIOUR

SCALE 3' 20

I^IORK TRAINING

SGALE 4' to

DTSCHARGE

MOST

UI{FAVORABLE
OUTCOME

THOUGHT

LIKELY

Does not want
to continue
wiËh bi-
weekly
sessions.

Behavior
deteriorates
placed in
secluslon dur
Lo constant
aggression.

Behavior ís
unacceptable
to refer to
program.

Stays in
Hospital -
no discharge
plans.

LESS THAN
EXPECTED
SUCCESS

Behavior
fluctuates
moves back
and forth
from locked
Ëo open
units.

EXPECTED
LEVEL OF
SUCCESS

Enjoys coun-
selling -
I^7ants to COn-
tinue, is
involved and
finds iË use-

frrl -

Behavior
fluctuates
stays on
same unit.

ú

Referred in
6 months -
starts r¿ork-
ing I day a
week.

No dÍ-scharge
plans.

MORE THAN
EXPECTED
SUCCESS

Starts to
express her
feelings with
a little
promptÍng -
\dant.s Èo
continue. *

Long term dis-
charge plans
L - 2 years
time - ruork
with comrnunitS
residence for
integration.

MOST

FAVORABLE
OUTCOME

THOUGHT

LIKELY

Comes into
the c1Èy to
SCCA for
counselling
on a weekly
basis.

Transferred
to open unit
- behavior
improves and
stabilizes
No aggressive
nrrl-lrrrrcfc

Attends Train
ing Program
such as
Employrnent
Preparation
Centre.

Discharged
to Mental
Health
Facility in
community.
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Àppendix C

GOAL ATTAINMENT SCALI}JG - CLAIRE

¡.EUELS flF

PREDICTED

ATTAIIIMEIITS

SGATE HEAIIII{GS AIIll SCATE TIJEIGHTS

SGALE l: so

ATTENDANCE

SCALE 2o 4o
.APARTMENT

SEARCH

SCAIE 3' 30

CRISIS

SGAIE 4' 20

JOB SEARCH

MOST

UNFAVORABLE
OUTCOME

THOUGHT

LIKELY

Does not
appear for
any appoínt-
menÈs.

Makes no
effort
toward find-
ing
apartment.

Ialeekly crisis
arises that
requires
interventíon.

Does not
search for
work -
collecEs
[,Ie1f are.

LESS THAN
EXPECTED
SUCCESS

Does not
actively
search for
work - does
not find job.

EXPECTED

LEVEL OF

SUCCESS

Occasionally
does not
appear and
does not
call.

Makes reason-
able effort -
buÈ finds
apartment
with *
assistance.

Crisis
situation
every I -
months.

Actively
looks for a
job but is
unable to
find one due
to pasl .work. naslorv

MORE THAN
EXPECTED
SUCCESS

Cancels
occasional
appointmenÈs
but contacts
student. to
inform her.

*

MOST
FAVORABLE

OUTCOME

THOUgHT
LÏKELY

Appears for
all
appofnÈments

Actively
searches
independently
finds
apartment.

Able to deal
with situ-
ation so does
not become
crísis-
producing.

Actively
Iooks for
work - finds
job and
maintains it.
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